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Abstract
The aluminum/water reaction has been studied for over 50 years as a potential means of
generating on demand hydrogen for use in propulsive applications. The use of cryogenic means
to store and supply hydrogen is inefficient, as losses due to boil off are inevitable, making long
term storage an issue. Furthermore, the low density of liquid hydrogen and the insulation
requirements to maintain it results in large volumes and significantly increases the bulk system
mass. The ability to manufacture bulk quantities of nano-sized particles have enabled their use
in the development of propellants with increased performance properties, including faster
burning rates. This performance increase is purely a result of the much higher surface area these
particles possess, and thus enables their use in the manufacture of reactive compositions, which
would otherwise remain inert.
The motivation for the current work stems from the ability of nanometer sized aluminum
particles, when combined with water to self-propagate, reacting to form high temperature
molecular hydrogen and condensed phase aluminum oxide. Freezing these mixtures produces a
solid propellant having applications of long term hydrogen storage for low earth orbit and for
specialized missions.

Furthermore, the simplicity of the chemistry and relative ease of

manufacture promotes their use as in-situ propellants for lunar and Mars missions.
Investigations include baseline frozen propellants consisting only of nanometer sized
aluminum particles combined with water, and compositions which make use of fuel blends and
energetic additives as a means of increasing the propulsive performance of the baseline
composition.

The particles used were characterized using thermogravimetric analysis and

differential scanning calorimetry, scanning and transmission electron microscopy, Brunauer
Emmett Teller analysis, and energy dispersive x-ray spectroscopy, to determine active content,
nominal particle size and size distribution, oxide shell thickness, and surface composition.
Generally, the particles used had a nominal diameter of 80 nm and an active aluminum content
of 74.5 percent by mass. Propellant mixing, manufacture, and casting techniques were all
developed specific to these compositions, using hand and acoustic mixing methods to blend
reactants.
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Experimental analysis of the frozen compositions was conducted using a constant
pressure strand burner, constant volume cell, and a series of scaled rocket motors, several of
which were constructed for use during this investigation.

Strand burning tests provide

information on propellant linear and mass burning rates with respect to pressure and composition
which were correlated using a Saint Roberts Law fit, while the cell provided an effective means
to study combustion efficiency of compositions, through analysis of the gaseous products.
Static-fired motors, instrumented with pressure and force transducers, were used to determine the
propulsive performance of several propellant formulations. Additional compositions included
substitution of micron sized aluminum and aluminum hydride (AlH3) for nano material, and
ammonia borane (AB), and hydrogen peroxide (HP) were considered as additives.
Two specific equivalence ratios (0.71 and 0.943) were chosen based on theoretical
performance calculations and testing requirements. Baseline compositions were shown to self
propagate and strand tests yielded pressure coefficients of 0.602 and 0.992 with exponential
values of 0.785 and 0.405 for the two given equivalence ratios. Similar compositions containing
several different batches of nanometer aluminum yielded measurable variations in burning rate,
suggesting careful particle characterization should be conducted prior to use. A comparison
between the baseline and classical hydroxyl-terminated polybutadiene (HTPB)/ammonium
perchlorate (AP) and aluminized HTPB/AP/Al composite solid propellants yielded faster burning
rates at higher pressures for the frozen compositions, and for the formulation having an
equivalence ratio of 0.943, the resulting pressure exponent was very similar to the aluminized
composite solid propellant. These compositions, successfully tested in a series of scaled rocket
motors (in both end-burning and center-perforated grain configurations), were shown to produce
repeatable results, with slightly lower pressures and longer burn durations exhibited with
increasing equivalence ratio. Performance was also shown to increase with increasing motor size
and equivalence ratio.
Substitution of micron aluminum for nanometer material showed the increasing fraction
of larger particles did not significantly impact the linear burning rates up to a certain loading
fraction, following which the burning rates were observed to decrease.

This limit was

determined to be particle size dependent, decreasing with increasing nominal particle diameter.
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Compositions tested under varied pressure conditions yielded significantly reduced burning rates
at low pressure, which was recovered as pressures were increased, yielding a higher pressure
exponent.

Combustion efficiency was shown to increase from the 72% measured for the

baseline to approximately 80% for compositions containing 20 micron aluminum particles, both
having an equivalence ratio of 0.943. Motor tests conducted for compositions containing 25 and
50% (by mass) 2 micron aluminum yielded lower chamber pressures, longer burn times, higher
C* efficiencies and similar specific impulse (Isp) efficiencies compared to the baseline
composition. Similarly, micron-sized AlH3 was introduced in place of micron aluminum to
boost the hydrogen yield. Measured linear burning rates decreased with increasing AlH3 weight
percent. Pressure tests yielded similar pressure exponents, with burning rates decreasing from
the baseline as the fraction of AlH3 in the composition increased, following the same overall
trend.

Conversion efficiencies for compositions containing alane were similar to mixtures

containing micron aluminum, however, with decreasing pressure (below approximately 7 MPa),
combustion efficiencies were shown to decrease as low as 32%.
Hydrogen peroxide was considered as an energetic additive to the baseline formulation.
Burning rate measurements were obtained for several formulations at pressures up to
approximately 7 MPa, however, at higher pressures the combustion process was observed to
transition to an unsteady mode. Ammonia borane was also considered as an energetic additive,
introduced to the baseline composition to increase the hydrogen yield, and ultimately the
propulsive performance of the composition.

Varied amounts of AB tested under constant

pressure conditions, yielded a peak burning rate of approximately 3 cm/s corresponding to
approximately 18.8 wt% addition of AB. Pressure tests conducted using a similar formulation
yielded an increased burning velocity over the baseline, following the same linearly increasing
trend.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
The focus of this thesis was to take advantage of increased reactivity and bulk
manufacturability of nanometer sized aluminum particles combined with water and subsequently
frozen forming a solid propellant composition.

This combination provides a means for

generating on-demand high temperature hydrogen for use in propulsive applications.

The

development of these simple propellant formulations may have applications of long term
hydrogen storage for low earth orbit and for specialized missions. The intentions of the current
work are to provide experimental analysis of propellant formulations containing relatively
benign reactant constituents and to determine the practicality and potential applications to which
these systems may be applied. The discussion includes a brief overview of chemical propulsion,
cryogenics, and aluminum particle combustion. The focus is on aluminum and ice based solid
propellants and similar compositions containing various energetic additives. Throughout this
work, fundamental combustion studies and applied static rocket motor firings are used to develop
understanding, test feasibility and practicality, produce composition specific ballistic parameters,
and evaluate the propulsive performance of such formulations.
1.1 Discussion of Chemical Rocket Propulsion Systems

The following discussion, was developed from Sutton [1], and Hill and Peterson [2],
either of which (as well as many other thermodynamics texts) may be referred to for further
detail. Specifically, in a chemical rocket propulsive system, chemical potential energy in the
form of fuel and oxidizer is stored onboard, in some fashion, to be used as the mechanism for
propulsion. In many systems, controlled combustion within a designated chamber converts the
reactants to high temperature products under high pressure, which are then expanded
thermodynamically through a supersonic nozzle to achieve a high gas velocity. The product
mass flow rate is fixed at the nozzle throat (with respect to pressure, temperature and nozzle
throat area) as long as the nozzle is choked, and the thrust may be determined as the product of
mass flow rate and exit velocity of the combustion products. Depending on the system, the
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propellant may be stored premixed, or unmixed, in the same phase or in separate phases, which
provide the distinguishing characteristics for solid, liquid, and hybrid propulsion systems.
Solid propulsion is the first of the three types of chemical rocket propulsion systems,
where fuel and oxidizer are combined and cured to form a solid grain. In this system, the
propellant is typically cast directly within the combustion chamber yielding a high propellant
mass fraction. The chamber pressure is directly related to the burn-surface area and the burning
rate is pressure dependent, hence throttling may be achieved through progressive grain
geometries which alter the burn surface area of the propellant grain over time. Grain durability
is critical, as cracks formed within the grain serve to increase the burn-surface area and may
generate conditions (ie. higher pressures) for which the system was not designed, and once
ignited, these system are generally difficult to extinguish [1, 3]. Most solid propellants use a
polymeric binder, which also serves as a fuel, into which the other reactive materials (oxidizer,
additional fuel ingredients, catalyst, and etcetera) are combined. In many formulations, metal
particles (namely aluminum) are added as a means to increase the density of the propellant, and
the combustion temperatures of the products. Sutton suggests that a composite solid propellant
manufactured from hydroxyl-terminated polybutadiene (HTPB) or polybutadiene acrylic acid
acrylonitrile (PBAN), common polymeric binders, ammonium perchlorate (AP), a typical high
density oxidizer, and aluminum powder yields combustion temperatures of 3400 to 3500 K and a
specific impulse range of 260 to 265s [1].
As solid propellant systems promote the utmost in design simplicity, liquid or bipropulsion systems exhibit the most design complexity, because the fuel and oxidizer are stored
physically separated until time of ignition. This requires containment volumes to store the
reactants, and pumps to feed the reactants to the injector face, all of which reduce the propellant
mass fraction. Because the fuel and oxidizer are stored separately, mass flow rates of each are
easily controlled, permitting throttling capability, and varied equivalence ratio (varying the
molecular weight of the product gas and the adiabatic flame temperature). Generally, this form
of propulsion yields the highest specific impulse due to high combustion temperatures and
reduced molecular weight combustion products [1, 3]. Additionally, separation of reactants
imparts a safety factor unattainable in solid propellant combustion. The most common oxidizer
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is liquid oxygen (LOX) and typical fuels include liquid hydrogen (LH2) and rocket propellant-1
(RP-1) [1]. Combustion temperatures and specific impulse (sea level), given by Sutton, for the
LOX/LH2, and LOX/RP-1 systems yields 2999K, 389.5s, and 3571K, 285.4s, depending on
equivalence ratio, respectively [1].
Hybrid combustion, in the classical sense, is a combination of solid and liquid propulsion,
typically having a solid inert fuel grain stored in the combustion chamber, separated from the
oxidizer, which may be in a liquid, gelled or a gaseous state [1, 3]. The benefits of such a system
are easily realized, as storage of the grain in the combustion chamber reduces the flow
components required by the liquid propulsion system by half, while providing throttling control
(by affecting control over oxidizer mass flow rate), and maintaining the inherent safety imposed
by physical separation of reactants [3]. The hybrid burns in a diffusion controlled manner, where
vaporized fuel and incoming oxidizer combine at an interface forming a diffusion flame, sending
the combustion products down stream [3]. Because hybrid combustion is diffusion limited, the
burning rate is no longer a strong function of pressure as exhibited by solid propellants, but
rather controlled by heat flux to the fuel surface [1, 3]. As previously explained, thrust is
controlled by the mass flow rate and the exit velocity of the combustion products; therefore, the
larger the burn surface area, the greater the thrust [3]. A common solid fuel is HTPB which may
contain additional ingredients to boost the overall system performance [3]. Liquid oxygen is a
typical oxidizer considered for these systems, and Sutton suggests that the propulsive
performance of the LOX/HTPB hybrid system is comparable to the LOX/RP-1 liquid system [1].
Design simplicity and a high propellant mass fraction are both advantages inherent to
solid propulsion systems. However, the generation of toxic and corrosive products produced
during the combustion process are a disadvantage of many solid propellant compositions [1].
Therefore it may be advantageous to study formulations which exhaust only “green” combustion
products for use in near earth applications, with a focus on simplicity, so that propellants could
be manufactured in-situ when staged missions may be required.
In the following investigation, solid propellant compositions containing nanometer sized
aluminum particles (nAl) combined with frozen water, and similar formulations having micron
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sized aluminum and aluminum hydride particles substituted for the nAl, or ammonia borane
(AB), and hydrogen peroxide (HP), introduced as energetic additives were studied. Fundamental
steady-state strand burner and constant volume combustion tests were conducted to obtain linear
and mass burning rates and combustion efficiencies for the propellant formulations. Candidate
propellants were tested in a series of scaled, static fired rocket motors to obtain data on pressure,
thrust, slag accumulation and effect of motor size.
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Chapter 2
Literature Review
2.1 Evolution of Cryogenic Solid Propellants (CSP)

Historically, the first development of a cryogenic fluid is credited to both Cailletet (Paris)
and Pictet (Geneva) in December, 1877, each independently liquefying gaseous oxygen [4, 5].
Approximately 20 years later (1898), Dewar (London) succeeded in liquefying hydrogen [5].
The ability to liquefy these two gasses enables their use as fuel and oxidizer in liquid/bipropellant systems [1], which was first considered by Tsiolkovsky in the early 1900’s [1, 2, 6],
and then realized by Goddard in 1926, using liquid oxygen and gasoline [1, 2, 5, 6].
Jumping forward in time to the mid 1980’s, researchers began to focus their efforts in
developing more elaborate forms of propulsion with significantly increased performance over
conventional propellants [7]. Many of these systems considered cryogenic hydrogen as the
propellant and employed various thermal means of vaporizing and accelerating the gas [7],
however, from one program (high energy density materials, or HEDM) evolved the concept of a
purely cryogenic hybrid [8]. While the first development of this type of system may be credited
to the Pacific Rocket Society (PRS) during the 1940’s [3], the Orbital Technologies Corporation
(ORBITEC™) began to study the hybrid in a fashion where the grain (whether fuel or oxidizer)
was a cryogenic solid [8]. In the mid to late 1990’s the concept of the cryogenic solid propellant
(CSP) began to evolve, considering grain geometries which were manufactured of alternating
sections of fuel and oxidizer [9, 10], and several of these configurations have been tested and
reported in the literature [11, 12]. In 2007, Franson et al. (SNPE) presented a theoretical and
experimental study which focused on what they referred to as “Refrigerated Solid Propellants,”
or “RSP’s” [13]. These were defined as propellant compositions which could not be retained as
a solid under ambient conditions, but did not require cooling to cryogenic temperatures to
become solidly frozen. During their study, Franson et al. considered hydrogen peroxide (H2O2),
water (H2O), and mixtures of H2O/H2O2 as oxidizers, with aluminum (Al), aluminum hydride
(alane, AlH3) and various polymeric fuels [13]. A vacuum specific impulse (vIsp) as high as
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387s was reported for alane and pure hydrogen peroxide, which was shown to decrease to 327s if
the alane were replaced with pure aluminum [13].

2.2 Fundamentals of Aluminum Combustion

Aluminum has been included as a reactive ingredient in heterogeneous solid propellants
since the mid 1950’s [14, 15], due to cost [16] and the high heat of combustion which serves to
boost the overall system performance [14, 17, 18], propellant mixture density [16, 18], and hence
may easily be shown to increase the overall propellant mass fraction of a given propulsive
system [1, 2]. From the rocket equation, it is apparent that an increase in propellant mass can
provide a greater velocity change for a given stage, or permit an increased payload mass,
assuming the structural mass of the stage is not changed, and so the benefits of developing a
more energy-dense propellant are quickly realized. Unfortunately, with all the performance
benefits aluminum provides, the natural oxide shell coating the particle and the oxide droplets
produced during combustion result in slag build up within the combustion chamber as well as
coating, eroding, and generating two-phase flow losses in the nozzle of the propulsive device
[16].
The combustion of aluminum particles has long been studied, and an extensive literature
exists. There are many factors which affect ignition and combustion, including particle size,
oxide shell thickness, oxidizer, equivalence ratio, pressure, and the overall combustion system.
However, the combustion process of aluminum particles in a controlled oxidizing environment
differs significantly from combustion in a rocket motor. Below, a discussion of each is provided.
In the early 1960’s Brzutowski and Glassman published a series of theoretical and
experimental works in which the ignition and combustion of metal particles and wires, were
modeled and studied in varied oxidizing environments [19, 20]. They theorized that aluminum
particles would ignite upon melting the surface oxide, and because the vaporization temperature
of aluminum (2467°C [21]) is lower than the volatilization temperature of its oxide (3800°C
[21]) they concluded that the particle must burn surrounded by a vapor-phase diffusion flame
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[19, 20]. Similar to Brzutowski and Glassman, who determined the ignition temperature of
aluminum by resistively heating aluminum wires [20], an earlier study conducted by Friedman
and Macek showed aluminum particles introduced to flame temperatures that were below the
melting temperature of aluminum oxide failed to ignite, independent of oxygen availability and
nominal particle size [22, 23]. Images of aluminum particles burning with a surrounding flame
were published by Prentice [24] and bolster the argument presented by Brzutowski and
Glassman [19].
More recently, experimental characterization of aluminum particles burning in various
oxidizing atmospheres using a variety of techniques were conducted [25-29].

Images of

combusting particles presented by Bucher et al. [25], yield the same general burning process (ie.
symmetric transitioning to asymmetric and then to fragmentation) as previously described/shown
for other oxidizing atmospheres [23, 24], and Dreizin provides some discussion on the transition
between the first two of these burning regimes [30, 31]. Furthermore, Dreizen showed that the
asymmetric flame structure exhibited during the combustion process was a characteristic of that
process and not induced by the droplet falling through the oxidizing environment [32]. Trunov
et al. suggested that the particle ignition process may be governed by heating due to oxidation
during a phase transition of the oxide coating the particle [33].
Servaites et al. conducted micron-sized aluminum particle combustion experiments at
high temperature and pressure in a shock tube, using H2O, O2, and CO2 as oxidizers [34]. The
results showed ignition delay and particle burn times increased for oxidizers containing water
vapor, and combustion occurred in stages with the aluminum reacting preferentially with
available O2 first.
A recent survey of the literature conducted by Yetter et al. provides useful information
concerning applications of nano-sized materials and the enhanced properties which they possess
[35]. Huang et al. conduced a series of experimental studies focused on the combustion of nano
and mixtures of nanometer and micron sized aluminum particles in a variety oxidizing
environments [36-38]. The results of the nAl study indicate combustion rates were decreased
when particles were reacted with H2O [36]. They explained that H2O dissociation into H and
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OH radicals, rather than generating O atoms, as in the case with air, increased the time required
to form Al2O3 [36]. For bimodal particles, the nano particles entrained in the flow were shown
to ignite first and react quickly, while the micron particles required a longer heating duration and
burned longer [38], consistent with the ignition process suggested by Trunov et al [33].
Additional studies considering particles dispersed in various oxidizing environments were
presented by Goroshin et al. [39-42]. More recently studies have been conducted which suggest
even small micron particles may not burn with a surrounding diffusion flame [43, 44] and
reaction temperatures at or below the vaporization temperature of aluminum for nano-particles
tested over a range of pressures were reported [44, 45]. Furthermore, the particle reaction times
are shown to decrease with increasing pressure [44, 45].
To generalize, much effort has been invested by researchers in characterizing the
combustion of aluminum powders of varying nominal dimensions, ambient temperatures,
pressures, oxidizing environments and equivalence ratio’s.

The motivation for continued

research is to fully understand the process of aluminum particle combustion as a function of
particle size, geometry, oxidizing environment, and ambient pressure [46-54]. An excellent
historical overview of aluminum combustion through 2002 was provided by Beckstead [55]. A
combustion model for a variety of particle sizes was presented by Puri and contains an extensive
literature review of existing models and kinetic reaction mechanisms [56].

2.3 Aluminum Combustion Mechanisms

To date, there are two competing mechanisms for aluminum combustion as the particle
size enters the transition region (as described by Bazyn [43, 44]) for tens of microns and
decreasing in size into the nano-meter regime. It is well established that for large micron
particles the combustion process is diffusion controlled with a spherical flame occurring at the
fuel/oxidizer interface [25]. For smaller particles, however, the combustion process is no longer
necessarily diffusion controlled and may become more kinetically controlled as indicated by the
shock tube experiments conducted by Bazyn et al. [44, 45]. The two mechanisms proposed are
diffusion oxidation (DOM) [57] and melt dispersion (MDM) [58]. Eisenrich et al. conducted
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thermo-gravimetric analysis (TGA) to study the oxidation of aluminum particles decreasing in
nominal diameter from 10 μm to 100 nm [57].

The weight measurements showed as

temperatures exceeded the onset melting temperature for aluminum, the mass gain (due to the
oxidation of aluminum) increased as a function of decreasing nominal particle diameter, and
occurred in two distinct stages. From these results, they concluded, that the first, fast oxidation
was limited by kinetic reaction rates, which became more diffusion controlled as the oxide shell
encapsulating the molten aluminum core became thicker [57]. Rai et al. further investigated the
oxidation process of nanometer sized aluminum particles proposing that particles heated to
temperatures well above the melting temperature of aluminum, rather than having pure diffusion
of oxygen through the oxide shell, exhibited simultaneous diffusion from the molten core into
the oxide layer [59, 60]. This argument was bolstered using TEM images which showed hollow
spherical oxide particles following oxidation of the nanometer aluminum [60].
The melt dispersion mechanism was proposed by Levitas et al. for nanometer and small
micron sized particles, and is based on the premise that the particles can be heated rapidly
enough that the core melts before the oxide shell cracks, generating extreme internal pressures
which violently rupture the shell [58, 61]. When this occurs, the molten core expands into
droplets, which react as such. Further discussion of the melt dispersion mechanism are presented
in the literature [54, 62, 63].
2.4 Aluminum Addition to Composite Solid Propellants

Having covered the general theory of aluminum particle combustion in high temperature,
varied pressure, oxidizing environments, where combustion occurs under very controlled
conditions, it is necessary to establish a fundamental understanding of conditions and processes
which occur during combustion inside a rocket motor. The development of solid propellants in
general has an immense history which, if one were to be thorough, would have to begin around
eight hundred years ago when black powder was first used to propel arrows [1, 2, 18]. The
Atlantic Research Corporation (ARC), was the first to recognize the performance benefits
obtained by including aluminum particles as a reactive ingredient in composite solid propellant
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formulations [18]. Unfortunately, there are many detrimental aspects associated with aluminum
use as well, which for the most part are all directly associated with its oxide [1, 16].
During combustion, aluminum particles can form large agglomerates within the molten
layer on the propellant surface [64]. Price and Sigman suggest how the aluminum reacts can
significantly influence the burning rate [15]. Furthermore, they report that an increased burning
rate generally reduces formation of agglomerates. Experiments discussed and images presented
by Price and Sigman for micron-sized aluminum particles heated to temperatures above the
melting temperature of aluminum showed surface cracks in the oxide shell due to thermal
expansion which permitted the molten aluminum to leach out between particles and form large
agglomerates [15]. Melcher et al. studied the combustion of micron-sized aluminum particles in
the products evolving from burning non-aluminized solid propellant in an effort to mimic the
falling droplet type experiments well established in the literature, while replicating combustion
chamber conditions and gas phase species present in a rocket motor [65]. Significant results
from these experiments suggested that the dominant oxidizing species was not molecular
oxygen, but water and carbon dioxide (products of combustion of oxidizer and binder).
Experimental results presented by Dokhan et al. show substitution of nanometer sized
aluminum particles for micron sized material in aluminized composite solid propellant
significantly increased the burning rate [66]. They reported that the nanometer aluminum ignited
nearer to the propellant surface, similar to the combustion studies published by Huang et al. [38].
In a similar study, Meda et al. has analyzed the variation in burning rates resulting from the
substitution of nano-sized aluminum for micron in composite solid propellants, which were also
shown to increase both as functions of increasing pressure and decreasing particle size [67, 68].
De Luca et al. reported formation of agglomerates from nAl particles in AP/HTPB based
composite solid propellants, and suggests that the particles may be partially oxidized within the
melt layer before being advected from the surface [69].
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2.5 Aluminum – Water Combustion

The stoichiometric reaction between aluminum and water results in production of high
temperature molecular hydrogen (H2) and condensed phase molten aluminum oxide (Al2O3), and
has been a focus of scientific research for over 50 years [70-73]. Initially, the concept of
aluminum/water combustion was developed for use in underwater propulsion applications, where
the aluminum fuel was stored onboard, and oxidizer was freely available from the surrounding
environment. Ivanov et al. demonstrated that a self propagating reaction was attainable for
stoichiometric mixture of nanometer aluminum/water gelled by adding a small quantity of
polyacrylamide [72, 74, 75].

The results showed that the linear burning rate, conversion

efficiency, and combustion temperature increased with pressure, and self-sustained propagating
reactions were obtained even at atmospheric pressure [72, 74, 75]. Such compositions have
since been recommended as an alternative for hydrazine (N2H4) monopropellant, due to the
“green” nature of the combustion products [76]. Ideal performance for the aluminum/steam
reaction was reported by Ingenito and Bruno having a vacuum specific impulse of approximately
300 seconds (occurring around the stoichiometric O/F ratio and over a range of pressures) [77].
The addition of hydrogen peroxide to aluminum/water compositions was shown to further
increase performance, over all O/F ratios and pressures examined [77]. As previously discussed,
Franson et al. reports a specific impulse of 327s for aluminum combined with pure, frozen
hydrogen peroxide [13].
The combustion of nanometer aluminum combined with water was studied by Risha et al.
using a variety of nanometer sized particles, ranging from 38 to 130nm [78-80]. Samples were
burned under varied pressure conditions using a constant pressure windowed strand burner, and
the linear and mass burning rates of the compositions were reported [78-80]. The burning rates
were determined to be dependent on the mixture equivalence ratio because the stoichiometry
affects the reaction temperature [78, 79]. Propellant mass burning rates were shown to decrease
with increasing nominal particle diameter [80]. The combustion efficiency was also reported to
increase with decreasing nominal particle diameter [80]. The efficiencies measured for 80nm Al
were approximately 80% over the range of pressures tested, while mixtures containing 38nm Al
particles achieved efficiencies as high as 99% [80].

A theoretical analysis of nAl/water
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combustion was presented by Sundaram et al. who modeled the effects of pressure and
equivalence ratio on the process [81]. Sabourin et al. studied similar nanometer aluminum/water
compositions containing hydrogen peroxide and reported that the addition of hydrogen peroxide
to the mixture increased the adiabatic reaction temperature as well as the linear and mass burning
rates [82].
2.6 Frozen Aluminum Ice Based Solid Propellants

Conventional propellants and/or their products of combustion are generally toxic,
carcinogenic, or corrosive [1], and the development of more “environmentally friendly,”
propellants is desirable. In addition, the development of propellants which are storable in low
earth orbit (LEO) may be required for space exploration missions, where transport and storage of
cryogenic hydrogen may be impractical. On-demand hydrogen by means other than cryogenic
storage and supply may be more practical, and therefore the simplicity of the Al/H2O reaction,
and the application to space propulsion has been studied for several years. This reaction ideally
yields high temperature molecular hydrogen and condensed phase aluminum oxide as products
of combustion. The low cost and abundant availability of the reactants and the simple chemistry
of the two component system suggests that slurry and frozen propellant compositions may be
reasonable formulations to consider for lunar and Mars missions. Such simple compositions
could be manufactured in-situ, and if the ability to refine the oxide component back to active
aluminum were available at the destination, the condensed phase products could be retained
onboard and regenerated into useable fuel.
Using the works of Lo et al. [9] and Franson et al. [13], which studied the possibility and
practicality of cryogenic and refrigerated solid propellants, and taking advantage of highly
reactive, high surface area, nano-sized material [35], the performance and viability of nAl and
ice (ALICE) propellants and formulations based on ALICE containing additional or other
energetic ingredients are currently examined. Variations to the baseline, (nAl and ice), include
substitution of micron sized aluminum and aluminum hydride (alane, AlH3) for nano material,
and addition of ammonia borane (AB, BH3NH3), and hydrogen peroxide (HP, H2O2). These
propellant formulations are also compared to conventional aluminized and non-aluminized
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hydroxyl-terminated polybutadiene/ammonium perchlorate (HTPB/AP/Al) composite solid
propellants. In this work, fundamental steady-state strand burner and constant volume cell
combustion tests were conducted in an effort to obtain ballistic parameters such as linear and
mass burning rates and pressure exponents as well as conversion efficiencies.

Candidate

propellants were tested in a series of scaled, static fired rocket motors to obtain data on pressure,
thrust, slag accumulation, and effect of motor size. Safety tests including impact, friction and
electrostatic discharge were conducted for a nAl/ice composition and reported in the literature
[83].
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Chapter 3
Aluminum Particle Characterization
3.1 Overview

Throughout this study of nAl/Ice based solid propellants, many batches of nano-material
were examined in an effort to characterize the properties and performance characteristics of
various propellant formulations. Several methods are available to test the physical and chemical
properties of the particles to aid in the characterization process.

Aluminum particles

immediately form an oxide layer when exposed to air or some other oxidizing environment. “As
delivered” particles were generally pre-passivated as part of the manufacturing process to
prevent a pyrophoric reaction if exposed to air. The “as delivered” particles were typically
stored in argon to prevent further passivation of the material. Variation in particle manufacture
methods result in significant differences in particle size distribution, nominal particle size, oxide
shell thickness, surface chemistry, active aluminum content, etc.

Thermogravimetric and

differential scanning calorimetry analysis (TGA/DSC) were conducted for each batch of nAl
received to determine the aluminum purity and endothermic/exothermic heat flow during melting
and oxidation of the sample. Scanning and transmission electron microscope (SEM and TEM)
micrographs were obtained to characterize the particle size distribution, extent of agglomeration,
general particle geometry, and oxide shell thickness, while Braunauer-Emmett-Teller (BET) and
Energy dispersive spectroscopy (EDS) analysis provide specific surface area measurements and
elemental composition.
As particle diameter decreases from micron to nanometer scale, the surface area to
volume ratio increases as shown in Figure 3.1. Mathematically, it is evident that decreasing the
diameter causes the surface area to volume ratio to scale as shown in Eq. 3. This suggests as the
particle size decreases, the surface area becomes increasingly more significant, and therefore the
natural oxide comprises more of the total particle mass. For micron particles this effect is
virtually negligible, however, nano-sized particles suffer a significant loss in terms of active
aluminum content, as a decrease in particle diameter from 1000 to 100 nm yields an order of
magnitude increase in the surface to volume ratio.
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Figure 3.1. Surface to volume ratio as a function of nominal particle size.
3.2 Thermogravimetric Analysis/Differential Scanning Calorimetry (TGA/DSC)

Thermogravimetric analysis and differential scanning calorimetry experiments were
conducted using a NETZSCH STA 443 Jupiter F1 for particle and propellant characterization
and sensitivity analysis. Pre-calibration of the TGA/DSC was performed prior to testing by
running the same programmed routine using empty crucibles to correct for buoyancy effects
resulting from metered protective and oxidizer gas flowing through the furnace. Any deviation
from the baseline, new crucible, crucible lid, contamination of the crucible, or change in flow or
heating rates, required a new buoyancy correction. For purity analysis, samples were retrieved
from each batch of as delivered nAl in a purged argon environment which preserved both the
bulk batch of material from contamination by exposure to air and the purity of the sample. A
small amount of material (generally 5 to 10 mg) was placed into the calibrated crucible and
covered with a lid (to prevent entrainment of particles in the protective and oxidizing gas flow).
The furnace was evacuated and backfilled with argon prior to conducting the analysis. Typical
protective and purge (argon and molecular oxygen) flow rates were 20 mL per minute with a
specified 20°C per minute heating rate and a maximum temperature of 1400°C. Once the upper
temperature limit was achieved, a pre-programmed isotherm maintained the furnace temperature
for a minimum of 2 hours to insure complete oxidation of the sample. From post analysis of the
recorded thermogravimetric results, the purity (active aluminum content) of the sample can be
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determined [3].

Similarly, for samples requiring further passivation, purity analysis was

conducted during passivation to determine the effects.

Known sample purity is critical in

determination of the active fuel mass fraction in the reactants, and in maintaining propellant
equivalence ratio. Purity results are provided in Table 3.1.
Table 3.1. Aluminum purity analysis results.
Purity Analysis Results
Manufacturer

Batch

Nominal Particle Active

Number

Diameter [nm]¹

Remarks

Aluminum
Content [%]

Argonide

unk

50

68

[79]

Novacentrix

M2291

80

73.2

Further passivated

Novacentrix

M2671

80

76.9

As delivered²

Novacentrix

M2548

80

74

Further passivated²

Novacentrix

073010-2

73

80.2

As delivered

Novacentrix

072010-2

73

76.2

As delivered

Novacentrix

080210-2

75

81.4

As delivered

Novacentrix

080610-1

72

75.6

As delivered

Canano

1

80

68.9

As delivered²

Canano

2

80

55.2

As delivered²

¹ Nominal particle size reported by the manufacturer.
²Active aluminum content calculated from TGA/DSC results courtesy of Mr. Steven Dean.
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3.3 Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM)

Scanning electron micrographs were obtained for particle samples to determine the extent
of agglomeration, particle size distribution, and general particle geometry. Typical SEM images
for the particles used in this study are provided in Figure 3.2.

100 nm

4 µm

(a)

(b)

30 µm

10 µm

(c)

(d)

10 µm

(e)
Figure 3.2. SEM images of (a) 80 nm Novacentrix, courtesy of Mr. Ed Roemer, (b) 2 μm
Valimet, courtesy of Mr. Justin Sabourin, (c) 5 μm Valimet, courtesy of Dr. Grant Risha, (d) 20
μm Sigma Aldrich aluminum particles, and (e) 20 μm aluminum hydride particles, courtesy of
Dr. Gregory Young.
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3.4 Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM)
Similar to SEM imaging, which scans the surface of a sample with a beam of electrons
[84], transmission electron microscopy (TEM) uses a similar beam to penetrate the sample [85].
TEM imaging of aluminum particles provides information about aluminum oxide shell thickness,
the active aluminum core, and nominal particle diameter. As shown in Figure 3.3, the spherical
aluminum particle appears to have a darker ring around the periphery, corresponding to the oxide
coating particle.

Figure 3.3. TEM image of 80nm Al particles, courtesy of Mr. Jeff Gesner.

3.5 Brunauer-Emmett-Teller (BET)

Brunauer-Emmett-Teller (BET) analysis provides a means for experimentally measuring
the specific surface area of a sample by absorbing a gas (typically nitrogen) onto the surface of
the sample [3]. BET results for 80nm Al are presented in Table 3.2.
Table 3.2 Specific surface areas of 80-nm Al “as received,” and with additional
passivation in air, courtesy of Mr. Jeff Gesner.
As received

120 hr

> 200 hr

26.6

23.7

22.8

Specific Surface Area [m2/g]
2

*The areas reported by the manufacturer were ~ 26.1 m /g
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3.6 Energy Dispersive Spectroscopy (EDS)

Energy dispersive x-ray spectroscopy provides a means for determining the presence of
specific elements on the surface of a given sample [84]. Results from EDS analysis for “as
delivered” and air passivated 80 nm Al samples are provided in Table 3.3. Each sample was
analyzed at several locations (indicated by view 1, 2, and etcetera). As shown in the table,
nitrogen was observed on the surface of the “as delivered” sample, while further passivation of
the sample in air effectively removed all nitrogen from the surface.
Table 3.3. EDS analysis of “as delivered” and air passivated 80-nm Al, courtesy of Mr.
Matthew Loomis.
Element

As received 80-nm Al

Additional air passivation of

(weight %)

80-nm Al (weight %)

View 1

View 2

View 2a

View 3

View 1

View 2

View 3

N

0.11

0.23

0.43

0.42

0

0

0

O

0.12

0.11

0

0.4

0

0

0.39

Al

99.77

99.66

99.57

99.18

100

100

99.61

As received 80-nm Al

Additional air passivation of

(atom %)

80-nm Al (atom %)

View 1

View 2

View 2a

View 3

View 1

View 2

View 3

N

0.21

0.43

0.82

0.8

0

0

0

O

0.21

0.28

0

0.67

0

0

0.67

Al

99.6

99.37

99.18

98.53

100

100

99.34
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Chapter 4
Propellant Manufacture
4.1 Overview

Aluminum/ice (ALICE) based propellants, with the exception of several comparison
tests, were all mixed by hand, combining the fuel and oxidizer on a glass plate while fold-mixing
the ingredients with a stainless steel spatula.

The most effective mixing method requires

pressure applied to the spatula, which is then pulled across the reactants. The compressed pile is
then folded over onto itself, followed by a repeat shearing motion. This process was repeated
until the fuel and oxidizer were homogeneously mixed.

Depending on material batch,

equivalence ratio, and composition, the final propellant varied from a dense “clay-like” to a
shear-thinning “solder-like” and in some cases even a pourable fluidic consistency.

The

propellant compositions were then poured, packed or vibrated into quartz glass tubes or paper
phenolic casings to be used for testing, and stored in an explosion-proof freezer at -30°C until
required for study. Several “as received” batches of nAl particles, after combining with oxidizer,
would initiate a slow propagating reaction evolving hydrogen, steam, and in several cases,
ammonia. The reaction onset would occur either during mixing or immediately following during
packing. Occurrence of reactions were noted by visible steam, “popping” sounds, production of
ammonia, gap formation and bubbles within the visible grain structure, and even bursting of
packed quartz glass strands. The ammonia may have evolved from nitrogen which was bound to
the particles surface (EDS analysis, Table 3.3) during the manufacture process.

Further

passivation of the nAl material was shown to displace the surface bound nitrogen and reach a
steady-state passivated layer of aluminum oxide.
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4.2 Propellant Reactivity

Propellant compositions formulated from nAl particles that were manufactured in a
nitrogen environment contained surface bound nitrogen, and required further passivation to
permit mixing with water without reacting. Initially, to determine a reasonable passivation time,
aluminum powder was retrieved in an argon purged environment and placed into small
aluminum sample pans. The pans were then exposed to air, permitting additional oxidation of
the samples. A series of cursory tests were conducted, mixing small test batches using particles
obtained from the sample pans over a period of time until no reaction was perceived during or
immediately after mixing.

In this manner, a minimum passivation time of 22 hours was

tentatively determined. This time was initially thought to be critical in retaining the maximum
active aluminum content in the particles. While no immediate reactions were noted, quartz
strands packed with ALICE propellants passivated for approximately 22 hours were occasionally
noted to form small cracks and gaps (through which light was visible), running parallel to the
burn surface of the grain. Due to the dense clay-like packing consistency of the pre-mixed
reactants, these gaps were initially assumed to be the result of air entrainment during the packing
process. This assumption was further validated while conducting several tests using larger
diameter quarts strands which did not form cracks within the grain. Over time it was noted that
longer passivation times seemed to produce less or no cracks within the quartz strands.
Propellant grains were manufactured using the same passivated material as the strands in
batch quantities up to approximately 50g. This batch size was chosen for ease of hand mixing, to
insure a thorough mix, and to permit consistent batch to batch repeatability. Typically, one batch
was sufficient to cast two - 1.91 cm x 7.62 cm (0.75 in. x 3 in.) propellant grains or multiple 0.8
cm x 6.35 cm (0.315 in. x 2.5 in.) strands, while a 3.81 cm x 7.62 cm (1.5in. x 3 in.) grain
required two batches and a 7.62 cm x 7.62 cm (3 in. x 3 in.) grain required six batches to
manufacture. No significant reactions were observed in the 1.91 cm grain configuration either
for end-burning or center-perforated configurations, likely due to the short manufacture and
casting time (approximately 15 minutes). Multiple strand batches required the same time to
manufacture, but took much longer cast (as each strand was individually hand packed, weighed,
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and then frozen), resulting in an increased standing time for the pre-mixed reactants. Similarly
for the larger grains (where multiple batches were necessary to fill one grain), the first batch
would stand, unfrozen, until all subsequent batches were manufactured and packed into the grain
casing. The potential for reaction increases with increasing time as the propellant remains
unfrozen. Ultimately, on several different occasions, three center perforated propellant grains
disintegrated during removal of the mandrel (a process which involved briefly flowing water
through the mandrel, melting the port surface of the grain and allowing the mandrel to be
retrieved). This had not been previously encountered in the manufacture and processing of the
smaller diameter center-perforated propellant grains although the manufacture process was the
same. In addition, no noticeable reactions had been observed for any of the many end-burning
grains manufactured and test fired prior to working with the center-perforated configuration.
When water was flowed through the mandrel the propellant fractured and was ejected from the
phenolic casing.

These masses of propellant then melted and eventually slowly reacted,

producing hydrogen and steam. Likely, the additional time required to manufacture multiple
batches was sufficient to permit some slow oxidation of the aluminum core, producing hydrogen,
which increased pressure within the grain as it froze. Flowing water through the mandrel may
have thermally shocked the grain, generating small fractures and leading to the rapid release of
entrapped hydrogen. These grain failures re-kindled interest into how well passivated these
particles were and what the effect of passivation on the active aluminum content may be.
4.3 Passivation

To mitigate the potential for a reaction to occur during propellant manufacture and
storage, a passivation technique was developed to further oxidize the nAl particles over a given
period of time, slowly decreasing the active aluminum content and removing any nitrogen bound
to the particle surface.

The notable batches containing surface nitrogen were Novacentrix

M2671 and M2548 80nm Al particles, having an as delivered 77 to 79% active aluminum
content by mass. To begin passivation, particle containers were opened in a purged argon
environment and the contents were spread in thin aluminum trays having approximately 50g per
tray. The trays were stacked offset on a vibrating plate to permit continuous mixing and rotation
of the particles promoting equal passivation of all particles. The argon flow was backed off,
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permitting air to enter the glove box. Particles were passivated in air for a predetermined
duration, followed by a second purging with argon, where the now passivated material was
repackaged in argon, sealed in the original containers and stored, ready for use.
During passivation, nAl samples were taken to determine passivation effects and current
state of material reactivity. Aluminum purity tests were conducted as a function of passivation
time using a NETZSCH STA 443 Jupiter F1 TGA/DSC (thermogravimetric analyzer and
differential scanning calorimeter), where particles are heated at a pre-programmed heating rate
(typically 20°C per min). A small (5 to 10 mg) nAl sample was retrieved from a random tray
and placed in an aluminum oxide crucible. The crucible was covered (to prevent particle
entrainment in the protective and oxidizing gas flow) and placed on the sample carrier in
TGA/DSC furnace. The furnace was evacuated, purging air from the system, and then backfilled
with ultra-high purity (UHP) argon.

Throughout the test protective gas (UHP argon) and

oxidizing gas (UHP oxygen) were flowed at metered rates (typically 20 ml per min) through the
furnace.

The temperature was ramped at a constant heating rate until the desired final

temperature of 1400°C was reached. The furnace was then held under isothermal conditions for
a minimum of two hours to insure complete oxidation of the aluminum contained within the
sample. As the aluminum was oxidized, the TGA recorded increasing sample mass, while the
DSC recorded endothermic and exothermic heat flow. Oxidation was complete when no further
sample mass gain was recorded. The total mass gain (wt% gain) was determined through post
test analysis of the recorded data, and the initial active aluminum content could be determined as
shown in equations 4 and 5, obtained from reference [3].
m Al = 1.124 ( mOX )

(4)

m%Al = 112.4 ( wt%gained )

(5)

Which can then be rewritten as:
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Samples were analyzed out to eight months passivation duration, to determine the effects
of long-term storage in air. TGA/DSC results for passivated samples and the corresponding
sample purity are provided below in Figure 4.1 and Figure 4.2.
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Figure 4.1. TGA (a) and DSC (b) results for 80nm Al passivated in air over an eight month
duration, courtesy of Mr. Steven Dean.
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Figure 4.2. Active aluminum content as a function of passivation duration in air, courtesy of Mr.
Steven Dean.
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These purity test results indicate that the 80 nm Al particles reach a steady state
passivated condition for exposure times greater than approximately 50 hours.
4.4 Propellant Mixing Process

For this investigation, two equivalence ratios (Φ=0.71 and 0.943) were studied. There
was no noticeable difference in propellant reactivity due to varying equivalence ratio. The
stoichiometric O/F ratio for the Al/H2O composition on a mass basis is 1.0015. For a given mass
of Al fuel, and knowing the active Al content, the required mass of oxidizer can easily be
determined using Eqns. 6 and 7 [86]. For propellant formulations having energetic or other
additives, the propellant mixing process was modified to accommodate the new compositions,
and the manufacture processes specific to those formulations are discussed in their respective
chapters.
⎛O⎞
⎜F⎟
⎝ ⎠Stoic,mass
Φ=
⎛O⎞
⎜F⎟
⎝ ⎠ Actual,mass

(mAl ) ⎛⎜
mH2O =

m%Al ⎞ ⎛ O ⎞
⎟⎜ ⎟
⎝ 100 ⎠ ⎝ F ⎠Stoic,mass
Φ

(6)

(7)

For nAl/water baseline propellants, the fuel was weighed first, and the active aluminum
content determined. In the case of bimodal compositions, or addition of other components, the
active Al content may be calculated for each fuel component and summed, or the stoichiometric
O/F ratio adjusted to accommodate additives. From the known active fuel mass, stoichiometric
O/F ratio and target equivalence ratio, the oxidizer mass can be determined. The oxidizer was
then weighed (any soluble additive was combined with the oxidizer in aqueous solution), and
fuel and oxidizer were combined on a glass plate to be mixed. The aluminum powder was first
poured out onto the glass substrate, forming a pile, onto which the oxidizer was subsequently
introduced (this prevents liquid from running all over the glass substrate). The reactants were
then mixed by hand, starting in the center of the mound, applying downward force and pulling a
flexible stainless steel spatula outwards through the mixture. The glass substrate was rotated and
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this process repeated until a full mixing iteration has been completed. The leading edge of the
now flattened pile was now folded back into the center, and the process repeated. These shearmixing/folding iterations were continued until the composition maintained a uniform in
consistency and no dry powder remained. A step by step pictorial of the mixing process is
shown below in Figure 4.3. Fully mixed propellant compositions vary significantly in
consistency due to formulation (increased solid/liquid loading due to additives or varied
equivalence ratio) and particles used (nominal particle size and extent of passivation). As a
result, post-manufacture handling methods vary.

An image of the fully mixed baseline

propellant is provided in Figure 4.4.

Figure 4.3. Step by step pictorial of baseline nano-aluminum/water propellant manufacture.
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Figure 4.4. Fully mixed nano-aluminum/water propellant.
4.5 Resodyne Acoustic Mixer

To reduce time and effort in large scale batch mixes, and as a means of premixing fuel
particle blends, a LabRAM® acoustic mixer was purchased from Resodyn Inc. Designed to
efficiently mix powders and viscous compounds by accelerating compositions weighing up to
500g (1.1 lb) to a maximum of 100g’s, at frequencies ranging between 58 and 68 Hz [87], the
LabRAM® promotes safe (remote), complete mixing of propellants in greater batch sizes, on
time scales significantly shorter than hand mixing. This increase in batch size reduces smaller
batch to batch variation, and propellant standing time (for samples previously requiring multiple
hand mixed batches). From a safety perspective, the mixer can be operated both manually, and
using preprogrammed routines which permit mix-tailoring to specific compositions, and remote
triggering capability.
To mix propellants in the Resodyn, the aluminum and de-ionized water were combined in
a sealed disposable container and clamped onto a vibrating plate. The preprogrammed mixing
routine sequenced the LabRAM® through a 20 second ramp from 0 to 40 G’s, followed by a
constant mix cycle lasting 80 seconds at 40 G’s, and finally a reduced 20 G mix duration of 20
seconds before returning to 0 G’s. This routine reduced the mixing time from several minutes to
approximately 120 seconds. The given routine was developed through a series of mixes using
several equivalence ratios (0.71 and 0.943) targeting minimum agitation and shortest mixing
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interval. Samples were noted to be slightly warm after mixing, and therefore, for several
batches, the sealed sample container containing the reactants was encapsulated by a second
slightly larger container which was filled with chilled water.

The use of a chilled bath

immersion was effective in absorbing generated heat, but also significantly reduced the
maximum batch mass per mix, and ultimately the effectiveness of the mixer. Comparison of
acoustically and hand-mixed compositions were made, analyzing product consistency, packing
density and ballistic parameters (namely linear and mass burning rates). The results of these
tests are discussed in Chapter 6, however, notable differences in consistency and packing density
were evident as the propellant formulation moved from fuel lean to a more stoichiometric
composition. Generally, the hand-mixed propellant resulted in a dense “clay-like” consistency,
while the LabRAM® product was similar to “moist-dirt.” Varying the mixing duration and
intensity did not significantly alter the final product consistency, or produce results similar to
hand-mixed batches for the more stoichiometric formulation. This difference in consistency
generated lower packing densities due to significant air entrainment during the packing process,
therefore, it was determined that for small sample manufacture, where packing was made
difficult by the testing scale, hand mixing was still the optimum method.
Bimodal fuel blends were also premixed using a similar mixing routine to break up
agglomerates and promote a homogenous blend of particles, prior to oxidizer addition. For
particle-particle mixing, the chilled bath was not required, and because the mixing duration and
intensity were less than the propellant mixing requirements, no significant heating effects were
noted. For these reasons the acoustic mixer was always employed in pre-mixing bimodal fuel
blends, but rarely used for propellant manufacture. Images of unmixed and fully mixed bimodal
fuel blends are provided in Figure 4.5.
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Figure 4.5. Resodyn LabRAM® mixed bimodal H2 Valimet and 80nm Novacentrix aluminum
powder.

4.6 Composite Propellant Manufacture

For comparison purposes, two composite propellant formulations (aluminized and nonaluminized) were manufactured and studied, both containing hydroxyl-terminated polybutadiene
(HTPB) as a binder and fuel, and ammonium perchlorate (AP) as the oxidizer. The aluminized
composition used particles having a nominal diameter of 20 μm, purchased from Sigma Aldrich.
The specific compositions are shown in Table 4.1. The non-aluminized propellant formulation
was obtained from reference [88], although the curing agent was changed from isophorone
diisocyanate (IDPI) to isonate 143L (MDI).
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Table 4.1. Formulations of the baseline non-aluminized and aluminized composite
propellants.

Ingredient

Oxidizer

Non-Aluminized

Aluminized

Formulation¹

Formulation

[wt%]

[wt%]

(solids loading 75.25%)

(solids loading 82.03%)

74.00

70.89

Ingredient Name

Ammonium Perchlorate
[200 μm]

Binder/Fuel

R45-M Resin (HTPB)

14.00

10.13

Metal Fuel

Aluminum [20 μm]

0.00

10.13

6.50

5.06

Ferric Oxide (Fe2O3)

1.25

1.01

HX-878 (Tepanol)

0.75

0.76

Isonate 143-L (MDI)

3.50

2.03

Plasticizer
Catalyst
Bonding
Agent
Curing Agent

2-Ethylhexyl Acrylate
(EHA)

¹ Propellant formulation obtained from reference [88].
The composite propellant mixing procedure discussed in the following paragraphs was
developed using reference [88] as a guide. Prior to mixing the propellant, the total required
propellant mass was determined and the target mass of each ingredient was calculated. The
liquid components, with the exception of the curing agent (ie. the HTPB, EHA, and HX-878)
were weighed in the same container (the actual mixing container) re-zeroing the scale between
additions. The iron oxide (ferric oxide) was independently weighed on weighing paper and set
aside, to be added once the liquids were thoroughly mixed. The aluminum particles (if required)
were weighed on filter media, coated with turpentine (to provide a protective surface coating),
and permitted to sit and drain for a period of time until required for mixing. Finally, the oxidizer
was weighed in a separate container and set aside.
Composite propellants were manufactured in continually ventilated unconfined space
using a simple speed controlled mixer. The mixing process was initiated by blending the liquid
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components at low speed (to minimize air entrainment), into which the remaining ingredients
were individually introduced, always beginning with the iron oxide and ending with the
ammonium perchlorate. Aluminum particles were not introduced all at once, but rather in
several additions, permitting time for the particles mix and disperse. The ammonium perchlorate
was added in a similar fashion, however, as the solids loading is significantly increased during
this step, the mixture becomes more viscous and therefore oxidizer was added in decreasing
amounts.

Once all of the ingredients were fully combined, the propellant was mixed for

approximately 45 minutes, in 15 minute increments, between which the mixing components were
scraped down to prevent accumulation of unmixed ingredients. Upon completion of the third
mixing cycle the required amount of curing agent was added and mixed for approximately 5 to
10 minutes, followed by degassing period in a vacuum chamber. The propellant composition
was then flowed or injected into prepared casings and molds, and cured in an oven for
approximately 48 hours at 40°C.

4.7 Strand Packing

Premixed aluminum/water based reactants were manually packed using a plunger,
vibrated or injected via a syringe, depending on consistency, into optically clear, 1 cm (0.394 in.)
OD, 0.8 cm (0.315 in.) ID by 6.35 cm (2.5 in) long, quartz glass tubes. Sample tubes were
manually cut from commercially available 1.22 m (48 in.) long fused quartz tubing, and sealed
on one end with thermal-set adhesive (hot glue). The glue surface was flattened on the internal
face permitting accurate free volume length measurement. In addition to sealing one end of the
strand, the glue inhibits conduction through the sample in the event of an electrical short to the
strand burner or the carriage containing the strand.

Empty strands were manufactured,

numbered, weighed and measured prior to mixing the propellant. Filled strands were again
weighed, and if necessary, measured, placed in an explosion-proof freezer, and frozen at
approximately -30°C.

To prevent damage to the propellant grains once frozen, density

measurements were generally obtained as samples were filled, and represent the unfrozen
propellant density. The frozen density was noted to decrease by several percent due to the
expansion of water during freezing. This varied for different propellant formulations, as the
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mass fraction of water in the reactants was dependent on the quantities of other propellant
ingredients. Aluminum batch information, including particle size and active content, reactant
mass values, empty and filled strand mass and length values were recorded in a spreadsheet
database, where reactant mass fractions, equivalence ratio, and packing density were calculated.
As experiments were conducted, measured burning rate data were entered and mass burning rates
calculated.

4.8 Propellant Grain Manufacture

Propellant grains were formed in paper phenolic tubes, obtained from Franklin Fibre,
machined to required lengths on a lathe and packed with propellant for use in a rocket motor. In
addition to cartridge loading capability, the phenolic tubing provided protection for the inner
wall of the chamber from hot combustion products. Grains having end-burning and centerperforated geometries were manufactured for many aluminum-ice based and composite
propellant compositions and tested in a series of scaled static-fired rocket motors.
End-burning propellant cartridges were constructed of paper phenolic tubing, sealed on
one end with a press fit plastic cap machined from polymethyl methacrylate (PMMA). Plastic
inserts were coated with epoxy resin, pressed into the turned phenolic tube, and allowed to cure
before packing with propellant. Motor casings were prepared, weighed and measured before
propellant was manufactured, to minimize time between mixing and freezing. Propellant was
flowed, vibrated or packed into motor casings, which were filled to within 0.635 cm (0.25 in.).
This remaining volume permitted expansion due to freezing and residual room for igniter
placement directly on the exposed propellant surface.

Figure 4.6 shows both a newly

manufactured 1.91 cm phenolic casing, ready to be filled, and a similar phenolic filled with
unfrozen propellant.
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Figure 4.6. 1.91 cm (0.75 in.) empty phenolic casing and casing filled with unfrozen ALICE
propellant.
Similar to the end-burning configuration, center-perforated propellant grains were
encapsulated in a paper phenolic cartridge, to prevent damage to the motor chamber during
firing. In this configuration, however, no PMMA components were required. Four-component
molds were developed to facilitate casting, incorporating the phenolic tubing, a stainless steel
mandrel with a highly polished outer diameter sized to the required port dimension, and two
plastic plates, machined to accommodate both the phenolic tubing and the mandrel. Cartridge
dimensions and weights were taken before and after filling with propellant to obtain sample
densities. To manufacture, one plate, the empty cartridge, and the mandrel were assembled and
weighed. Propellant was mixed and poured, vibrated or packed into the phenolic casing. A
special packing tool was manufactured to facilitate tamping around the mandrel, while
maintaining concentricity between the mandrel and casing. Once completely packed, the second
plate was introduced, sealing the exposed ends of the phenolic and maintaining the coaxial
orientation between the casing and mandrel. The entire assembly was placed into an explosion
proof freezer and stored at -30°C. Once solidly frozen the mold was disassembled, yielding a
solid propellant grain with a single hollow port running through the center.
During freezing, the propellant expanded, pressing against the phenolic and mandrel,
essentially bonding the propellant to both. The end plates could freely move along the mandrel
as the propellant froze, permitting expansion, however, the mandrel became frozen in place. As
a result, several methods of center-perf mold disassembly or grain manufacture were explored.
The first method required insertion of a hollow mandrel into the mold, typically manufactured
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from stainless steel, and having a highly polished outer surface to reduce friction. Once the
propellant was solidly frozen, the grain and assembled casting components were removed from
the freezer. Water was trickled through the mandrel for a brief duration, producing a surface
melt condition along the porting in the grain, permitting easy removal of the mandrel from the
plates and cartridge. Surface melting was evident by a dark “wet” looking ring which formed
and propagated outwards concentrically from the mandrel.

When the inner surface was

sufficiently thawed, a simple twist broke the mandrel free of the grain port surface. Once the
mandrel had been removed, the end plates were easily tapped free. Leaving the caps on during
mandrel removal prevented damage to the end regions of the porting. The grain (only minimally
thawed throughout this process) was then returned to the freezer and stored until required.
Images of several frozen center-perforated grains are provided in Figure 4.7.

(a)

(b)

Figure 4.7. Manufacture of ALICE center-perforated grains (a) using the mandrel casting
technique, and (b) being machined on a lathe.
In an effort to mitigate thawing, several grains cast with a very dense “clay-like”
propellant consistency were formed using the mandrel configuration, however, the mandrel was
removed prior to freezing. As a result, the port diameter was reduced due to expansion, and ice
crystals were observed on the frozen port surface. Formation of ice crystals was not observed
during the mandrel removal and re-freezing process previously discussed. This formation of ice
crystals on the porting within the grain could potentially inhibit ignition, and as a result,
mandrels were generally not removed prior to grain freezing, despite propellant consistency.
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Another method, explored very briefly, involved the casting of propellants in the phenolic
casing without a mandrel. Once solidly frozen, the porting was machined into the grain using a
lathe (shown in Figure 4.7b). The detriments of turning rather than casting the port includes
unnecessary propellant waste, significant fouling and contamination of the tooling, and extended
heating of the grain, both due to local frictional heating caused by the actual machining process,
as well as prolonged exposure to ambient conditions. There was no observed degradation in
performance, however, recognizing that larger grains may require multiple passes to bore out the
required port diameter, significant thawing may structurally weaken the grain to the point of
collapse, and that fouling of the lathe and tooling may present a health or safety hazard, it was
advantageous to simultaneously cast the porting during grain manufacture.

4.9 End-Burner Igniter Manufacture
Ignition for the end-burning propellant grains was achieved using igniters manufactured
in-house from nitrocellulose (NC) lacquer and black powder, mixed in a 10:1 (black powder:NC)
ratio. To reduce the viscosity during mixing, a small quantity of acetone was added to the NC
before combining with the black powder. The working time was ~ 10 to 15 minutes, and the
mixture had a putty like consistency, which was very convenient for hand packing igniters. The
ignition mechanism was a thin nichrome wire, wrapped into a coil or filament, with the ends
soldered onto 22ga. copper wire.
The nichrome coils were suspended into molds, which were hand-packed full of igniter
mixture, and allowed to cure. For 1.91 cm (0.75 in.) propellant grains, manufactured igniters
were secured onto the frozen propellant surface using superglue. When propellant was packed
into the casing, the phenolic was not filled to completion, leaving a small amount of room to seat
the igniter inside the phenolic. The glue was placed around the periphery, between the phenolic
and igniter.

When firing, approximately 5 vdc was passed through the coil, igniting the

NC/black powder pellet and providing both thermal energy to the propellant sample surface, and
gaseous products to pressurize the chamber. Larger diameter (3.81 cm) grains were ignited using
a 6.35 mm (0.25 in.) thick slab of advanced solid rocket motor (ASRM) propellant, placed
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directly on the grain surface, fitting snuggly within the phenolic casing. The NC/black powder
igniter was placed on the exposed ASRM surface, and provided the primary means of ignition.
4.10 Personal Safety

All hand mixes, and batch mixes with the exception of acoustically mixed samples, were
conducted unconfined in properly ventilated space. The National Institute of Occupational
Safety and Health (NIOSH) have published “Approaches to Safe Nanotechnology,” [89] which
provides information concerning exposure hazards, cleaning procedures, and protective
equipment. Nano-aluminum particles cease to be an inhalation hazard once combined with
water, as the mixing process produces a dense “clay-like” or slurry composition. Prior to
mixing, the nanometer aluminum samples were obtained in a surface-grounded glove-box,
purged of air using continuous argon flow. The samples remained stored, sealed in argon filled
containers, until required for mixing. NIOSH approved, 3M manufactured P-100 particulate
filtering face respirator with replaceable filers and 5-mil thick nitrile gloves were worn
throughout, and surfaces were wiped down after mixing propellant to prevent further spreading
of nano-particles. There was still an ignition hazard for both the newly manufactured slurry and
the frozen final product, although ignition was not easily achievable without exposure to an open
flame.
Composite propellant manufacture has the added difficulty of dealing with
hazardous/toxic chemicals, including curing agents, plasticizers, binders, and perchlorates, in
addition to micron and even nano-particle additives and particle coatings. Mixing of composite
propellants was carried out in an unconfined, well ventilated space, continuously purged to
reduce buildup of volatile and toxic gaseous species produced during manufacture and curing.
Unconfined mixing is critical in the event of ignition during manufacture. Additionally, when
working with these propellants, anti-static floor mats were used and grounding wrist bands were
worn to prevent static shock ignition.

These propellants were typically oven cured for a

minimum of 48 hours at approximately 40°C, and then stored until use. Once cured, ignition
was not easily achievable without exposing ammonium perchlorate crystals.
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4.11 Cleanup and Propellant Disposal

Generally, required amounts of propellant were easily calculated based on empirically
determined packing densities and known or measurable sample container volumes. Due to
variations in manufacturer batch to batch particle consistency and cost, it was advantageous to
mix only the required amount of propellant to conserve material and minimize waste. Excess
propellant, fractured strands or motor cartridges, or partially reacted material was disposed of in
a weak solution of sodium hydroxide and water. The container was stored in a negative pressure
atmosphere, continuously vented to prevent buildup of hydrogen gas. Glassware and mixing
utensils used in the mixing and packing of samples were rinsed and wiped using the same
deionized water as used in the propellant composition to prevent contamination. Consumable
components containing propellants and/or combustion products (strand tubes, motor casings,
etc.) are stored and disposed of in accordance with The Pennsylvania State University
Department of Environmental Health and Safety (EHS) requirements.

4.12 Propellant Batch Data

Table 4.2 provides propellant batch data for most baseline nAl/water compositions using
Novacentrix 80nm aluminum particles. The table provides useful data concerning hand and
acoustically mixed propellant samples discussed in the following chapters, including passivation
and reactivity.
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Table 4.2. Propellant batch data.
Propellant Manufacture Data
No. Tests /
Strands
No. of ALICE
batches mixed
Passivation
duration [hrs]
Manufacture
Batch No.
Density Φ =
0.75/0.71 [g/cc]
(by manufacturer
batch no.)
Density Φ =
1/0.943 [g/cc] (by
manufacturer
batch no.)
Mixing / Packing
Duration [min]
No. Reacted
Batches
Possible reasons
for reaction
Methods to reduce
possibility of
reactions

Comments:

Grains (end burning and
center-perf)
125

Constant Pressure Strands

Constant Volume Samples

412

56

>185

>160

20

0 to >200

22 to 120

96 to 120

M2244;
M2291;
M2671
1.49±0.02;
1.55±0.05;
1.43±0.03 (hand mixed and
Resodyn mixed combined)
n/a;
n/a;
1.56±0.01

M2671;
M2548

M2671

1.48±0.04 (hand mixed),
1.47±0.03 (Resodyn);
n/a

n/a

1.58±0.07 (hand mixed),
1.28±0.15 (Resodyn);
1.53±0.02 (hand mixed)

1.51±0.03

~ 15 to 120 depending on
number of batches required,
number of grains to cast per
batch, and equivalence ratio.
~ 10 ( 2-1.5 x 3 in. grains, 1
– 3 x 3 in. grain).

~ 10 to 60 depending on
number of batches required,
number of strands to fill per
batch, and equivalence ratio.
Possibly 20 to 40 strands, (1
full batch, and several
individual strands)
Under passivation (< 40 hrs)
and possible power failure.

~ 10 to 60 depending on
number of batches required,
and number of samples to
fill per batch.
None

1. Increase Passivation time
from < 48 hrs to between 96 to
120 hrs (minimal increase in
alumina).
2. Change packing methods to
reduce possibility of air
entrapment and confusion with
possibility of reaction.
1. Only 1 full batch has been
noted to have reacted. This
batch (10 strands) reacted at
120 hrs passivation – believed
to be due to loss of electrical
power and the grains slightly
thawed, then reacted (M2671
particles). However, this was
a Resodyn mixed batch, and it
was also noted that the
propellant was significantly
warm from mixing. (After this
batch, propellants were mixed
submerged in a chilled water
bath).

Applied lessons learned in
previous batches – increased
passivation time and revised
method of packing.

Under passivation (all
reacted batches ranged
between 0 and < 48 hrs)
1. Increase Passivation time
from < 48 hrs to between 96
to 120 hrs (minimal increase
in alumina).
2. Changed method of
mandrel removal.
1. No noted reactions for
0.75 in. dia. grains for all
passivation times (possibly
due to short mixing times).
1.5 in. x 3in. grains require
2 batches taking ~ 1hr to
manufacture, while the 3 in.
x 3in. grains require 6
batches, several mixers and
up to 2 hrs to manufacture.
2. No reactions were
perceived once passivation
time was increased to 96 to
120 hrs..
3. Used cold water flowing

No noticeable reactions
occurred.

None
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through mandrel – no
damage to grain due to
thermal shocking.
4. Grain durability increased
with increased passivation.
5. No noted reactions were
perceived mixing M2244,
and M2291 particles with 0
hrs. passivation, only
M2671.
6. Reactions were preceded
by strong ammonia scent for
short or no passivation
times.

2. Early batches using
particles passivated ~ 22 to 40
hrs. randomly formed thin
cracks and gaps parallel to the
burn surface of the grain.
These cracks were originally
assumed to be caused by air
entrainment during packing or
due to freezing, therefore the
strands which formed cracks
due to low-scale reactions can
only be estimated.
3. No cracks have been noted
in strands using particles
passivated for > 48 hrs. for all
equivalence ratios.
4. The increased variation in
density for the higher
equivalence ratio batches is
likely due to air entrapment
during packing (as these
strands must be manually
packed while the leaner
batches are more fluidic and
may be vibrated or flowed).
Individual batch densities vary
less than ±0.03 g/cc.
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Chapter 5
Experimental Setup
5.1 Strand Burner Experiment

Constant pressure strand tests were conducted to obtain linear and mass burning rates of
propellant samples as a function of composition and pressure. The strand burner, shown in
Figure 5.1 was previously constructed and a general description of the system and operating
procedures are available from references [78, 80, 82].

Figure 5.1. Image of the constant pressure strand burner.
The current study followed the same overall operating procedures as provided in
references [78, 80, 82], using argon to pressurize and purge the chamber and igniters
manufactured from nichrome and NOSOL 363 double-based gun propellant to ignite the sample.
The chamber was inverted to permit sample loading from the top, and mounted on a custom
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platform which promoted mobility within the test cell. Windows were machined from 3.175 cm
(1.25 in) thick polycarbonate to permit operational capability above 13.9 MPa (2015 psia). As
shown in Figure 5.1, four window ports located symmetrically about the center of the chamber
permit observation of the sample during testing, however, only two opposing ports were required
during the current study. Window ports not required for testing were sealed using steel blanks,
rather than the polycarbonate material. The chamber was hydrostatically pressure tested in the
configuration described to 24.2 MPa (3515 psia), prior to pressurizing with inert gas, to insure
safety during testing. A SETRA model 206 static pressure transducer was threaded into one of
the available chamber ports to permit monitoring and recording chamber pressure throughout the
tests.

Pressure data were recorded using either a LabVIEW data acquisition program and

National Instruments DAQ board or an LDS Nicolet data acquisition system between 0.5 and 1
kHz. Samples were loaded onto a carriage which suspended the strand into the chamber,
centering it within view of the windows. For most tests the sample was backlit to aid in focusing
the camera and to provide visualization of the sample prior to conducting the experiment. The
combustion process and linear propagation rate of the propellant sample were recorded using
either standard or high speed cinematography. Combustion of propellants was observed and
recorded using a Sony video camera. Diametric scaling of the recorded images combined with
known frame rate and measured chamber pressure were reduced into a linear burning rate at a
known pressure using the following equation,
rb ⎡cm ⎤ =A(P[MPa])n
⎣ s⎦

where A is the pre-exponential rate coefficient, and n is the pressure exponent [1].

(8)
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5.2 Constant Volume Chamber

Constant volume combustion experiments were conducted to determine the effects of
pressure and composition on the propellant combustion efficiency using an Agilent 3000 Micro
gas chromatograph (Micro GC). The chamber was previously constructed, and experiments
performed using this system and technique can be found in the following references [80, 82]. In
general, the setup, calibration, and operating procedures described in the given references were
followed closely in conducting the current experiments.
Propellant samples were manufactured in the same manner as the strand samples using
3.2 cm x 1 cm (1.26 in. x 0.394 in.) quartz tubes containing ~ 2 grams of propellant. Samples
tubes were weighed and measured prior to and immediately after packing, after which a coil of
28 gauge nickel-chromium wire, (which served as the ignition mechanism for the frozen
propellants), was imbedded in the surface. The pre and post packed weights and dimensions
were recorded as well as the masses of the individual reactant constituents and entered into a
spreadsheet, where the necessary calculations were performed.
Calibration of the Micro GC was achieved by sampling pre-mixed argon and ultra high
purity (UHP) hydrogen, where the hydrogen present in the gas mixture was varied between 2 and
13 percent by volume. Teledyne 202C mass flow controllers were used to meter the gasses
which were premixed at a junction upstream of the GC sample inlet. The sample line was
maintained at approximately 153 kPa (22.2 psia) both during calibration and testing to prevent
back sampling of the previous sample, or air, from the exhaust line during sample injection.
Because UHP argon was additionally used as the carrier gas, the argon diluent present in the
calibration gas mixture was undetectable to the Micro GC, which yielded only one
chromatogram area specific to the amount of hydrogen present in the sample. Hence the Micro
GC was calibrated by varying the hydrogen present in the argon/hydrogen gas mixture via the
mass flow controller and then sampling the mixture with the Micro GC, which produced a
chromatogram corresponding to that specific mixture.
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The measured internal volume of the fully assembled chamber was 181 cm3 and the
chamber was hydrostatically pressure tested to 69 MPa (10,015 psia) prior to conducting tests.
The chamber was instrumented with both a SETRA model 206 static pressure transducer and a
PCB Piezotronic dynamic pressure transducer to permit chamber pressure measurements. A
schematic of the constant volume cell is provided in Figure 5.2.
Sample
Pressure
Gauge

Exhaust

Outlet to
Micro GC
Igniter
leads

Bolts
Compression
Seal

Metering
Valve
Pressurant
inlet
Static and
dynamic
pressure
transducers

Sample in
quartz tube
Carriage
Chamber

Figure 5.2. Schematic of the constant volume cell.
During testing, a propellant sample was chosen and sealed within the pressure vessel.
The air which was initially sealed within the chamber was purged by pressurizing the chamber
with argon, and then exhausting the gas. The chamber was then pressurized to the required test
pressure using argon and the sample was ignited by applying approximately 7 vdc and 4.5 amps
across the nichrome wire imbedded in the propellant. Chamber pressure data were recorded at 5
kHz using an LDS Nicolet data acquisition system. Once the reaction was complete, the gas
phase products were metered through an exhaust line at the pre-described pressure, and sampled
using the Micro GC. A minimum of three samples were taken, the resulting chromatogram areas
were averaged, and the amount of hydrogen present in the products determined using the
calibration.

As suggested by Sabourin et al. [82] a National Institute of Standards and

Technology NIST database (NIST 12) [90] was employed to calculate the density of argon
pressurant as functions of both pressure and temperature. Using the recorded initial pressure and
known chamber volume, the mass of argon contained within the vessel was determined. The
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theoretical amount of hydrogen evolving from the reaction was calculated using stoichiometry
and the known reactant composition. The chemical efficiency was determined by relating the
measured hydrogen to the theoretical value.
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5.3 Static Rocket Motor
To evaluate performance and scaling effects of various propellant compositions, a series
of lab-scale rocket motors were fabricated. The 1.91 cm (0.75 in.) motor had been previously
designed [91], and the design was based on a previous system [3]. The combustion chambers
(shown in Figure 5.3) were scaled diametrically from 1.91, 3.81, and 7.62-cm (0.75, 1.5, and 3in) to permit investigation of scaling effects on performance.

Figure 5.3. Image of three scaled static fired rocket motors used in testing propellant
formulations.
The motors were developed using a modular configuration permitting cartridge loading
of propellant grains promoting fast, reliable test repeatability. The combustion chambers were
manufactured from stainless steel, using an operating pressure of 34.6 MPa (5015 psia), and a
design pressure of 58.7 MPa (8515 psia). All fully assembled chambers were hydrostatically
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pressure tested to the design pressure, and were shown to hold that pressure for a period of time
before conducting experiments.

(A)

(C)
(B)

(D)

(E)

(F)

(G)

Figure 5.4. Disassembled 1.91 cm (0.75 in.) motor between firings.
As shown in Figure 5.4, the motor consists of a combustion chamber (A), nozzle housing
(B) and head end plug (C), both sealed to the chamber via piston seals, and retained using end
caps, threaded onto the chamber. The use of piston, rather than compression seals for the
chamber end components permits limited variation in the length tolerance of the internal
components while eliminating the need for wrench-tightening of the cap-ends. Additionally, the
design permits the motor to be configured and utilized to study any form of chemical propulsion
(liquid, solid or hybrid) through simple modification of the internal components.

These

sacrificial parts are generally machined from medium grade low-density graphite, and serve as
spacers (D), liners, and igniter housing, providing the capability to vary grain (E), and post
combustion chamber (F) lengths, and diameters, while protecting the chamber walls from high
temperature combustion products. Nozzles (G) manufactured in house, were sealed within the
nozzle housing via a compression seal. In each motor, for all grain configurations considered, a
post combustion chamber length of 7.62 cm (3 in.) was used. A complete breakdown of the 7.62
cm motor is shown below in Figure 5.5.
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Figure 5.5. Disassembled and cart mounted view of the 7.62 cm (3 in.) static fired rocket motor.
Nozzles were machined from superfine isomolded high-density graphite employing a
simple conical converging-diverging design, having a 0.32 cm (0.125 in) throat length, a
diverging half angle of 15 degrees, and an expansion ratio of 10. Nozzle scaling was achieved
by increasing throat area, in proportion to the motor diameter (ie., by a factor of 2), such that
when the burn surface area (Aburn = πDportLgrain, for a center-perforated grain configuration) was
doubled between scaled motors, chamber pressures (and corresponding thrust) ideally would
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remain constant. This provided the capability to observe scaling effects (ie. better performance,
due to decreasing losses with increasing motor size). Propellant samples were manufactured in
phenolic casings to permit cartridge loading, and provide protection for the combustion chamber
walls. Various ignition methods were employed depending on grain configuration. End-burning
grains were ignited either using coiled nichrome wire embedded in a cured black powder/NC
(nitrocellulose lacquer) binder composition, or using the former black powder/NC formulation
coupled with ASRM (advanced solid rocket motor) propellant, all placed on the exposed
propellant surface. Center-perforated samples were ignited using commercially available ESTES
and AeroTech model rocket motors, which were initiated using a small squib, or electric match
inserted into the model rocket motor nozzle. Each are described in detail, in their respective
chapters. Depending on igniter type, configuration, and size, 5 to 12 vdc and ~ 0.5 to 5 amps
were required to fire the motor. Threaded ports within the chamber permitted instrumentation,
including SETRA model 206 static pressure transducers, PCB piezoelectric dynamic pressure
transducers, bare-wire sealing glands (to seal around ignition wires) and safety rupture discs. In
the 1.91 and 3.81 cm motors, HIP (High-Pressure Inc.) safety heads and calibrated (2500 psi)
rupture discs were used to prevent chamber over-pressurization.

To satisfy the safety

requirements for the 7.62 cm motor, a safety head was designed, manufactured, and calibrated in
house using stainless steel foils of various thicknesses to control the burst pressure rating.

Figure 5.6. Images of nozzle machined for the 7.62 (3 in.) rocket motor.
Rocket motor chambers (as shown in Figure 5.3) were horizontally sled mounted to
facilitate instantaneous thrust measurement via a load cell placed at the head end of the sled.
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Depending on motor size, load cells, ranging from 110, 440, and 1100 N (25, 100, and 500 lbf)
for the 1.91, 3.81, and 7.62 cm motors, were used. A TMO-1 amplifier was used inline to boost
the transducer differential output signal prior to reaching the data acquisition board. The load
cell and amplifier were calibrated prior to conducting testing. Data were recorded at 5 kHz using
a LabVIEW data acquisition program and National Instruments DAQ board. A Sony video
camera was used to record each firing. An image of a typical motor plume is provided below in
Figure 5.7.

Figure 5.7. Image of a typical plume exhausted during an ALICE motor firing.
Post firing analysis was conducted on nozzles and grains to determine mass retained,
potential nozzle coating, clogging, and erosion. Images of a post-fired nozzle are provided in
Figure 5.8. Typically nozzles were reusable for several tests, before discarding, or refurbishing
(remanufacturing to the next nozzle size). Graphite motor inserts and liners were generally
reusable unless some significant failure occurred.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 5.8. Images of a post fired nozzle, retained in the nozzle housing, showing typical
coating of aluminum oxide on conical converging (a) and diverging (b) sections.
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Chapter 6
Frozen Nano-Alumium and Ice Compositions
6.1 Development of Aluminum-Ice (ALICE) Solid Propellants

The concept of aluminum particles combined with water and frozen to form a solid
propellant was begun with the study presented by Franson et al. [13], which stemmed from the
concept of cryogenic solid propellants [9]. In essence, this is similar to the well established
LOX/LH2 bi-propellant system, where reactants are stored under cryogenic conditions to force
ingredients which would normally be found in the gas phase under ambient conditions to
condense, and be retained as a liquid. Lo et al. studied cryogenic solid propellants, using frozen
hydrogen peroxide and polymeric fuels, which they placed in an alternating configuration [92].
Similar studies using solid hydrogen peroxide (HP) and polyethylene (PE) or hydroxylterminated polybutadiene (HTPB) cryogenic solid propellants configured in similar fashion were
tested in a windowed rocket motor by Glaeser et al. [93]. In these systems, unlike conventional
composite propellants, the cryogenic grains burn in a diffusion controlled manner, much like the
classical hybrid system, except the fuel and oxidizer are now both stored physically separated in
the combustion chamber and in the same phase.

In the same study, a cylindrical motor

configuration was also used having the fuel and oxidizer cast in a disk shape. These tests
demonstrated the feasibility of the cryogenic solid propellant, and during firing chamber
pressures reached 10MPa (1450 psia) depending on the nozzle throat area (which was varied
between runs to vary pressure) [93]. In 2007, Franson et al. (SNPE) presented a theoretical and
experimental study which focused on what they referred to as “Refrigerated Solid Propellants,”
or “RSP’s” [13]. These were defined as propellant compositions which could not be retained as
a solid under ambient conditions, but did not require cooling to cryogenic temperatures to
become solidly frozen. During their study, Franson et al. considered hydrogen peroxide (H2O2),
water (H2O), and mixtures of H2O/H2O2 as oxidizers, with aluminum (Al), aluminum hydride
(alane, AlH3) and various polymeric fuels [13]. A vacuum specific impulse (vIsp) as high as
387s was reported for alane and pure hydrogen peroxide, which was shown to decrease to 327s if
the alane were replaced with pure aluminum [13]. In addition to theoretical results, several
compositions having pure H2O or 30wt% H2O2/70wt% H2O as the oxidizer and either micron-
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sized aluminum, nanometer sized aluminum, or a bimodal composition of both nano and micron
sized fuel particles were tested under varied pressure conditions in a strand burner [13]. Burning
rates for 40% nAl/60% H2O, and two bimodal compositions, 20% nAl/20% μAl/60% H2O and
30% nAl/10% μAl/60% H2O having pressure coefficients and exponentials of 1.57, 0.87, 3.08
and 0.36, 0.12, 0.3 respectively, were reported [13]. Furthermore, the 30% nAl/10% μAl/60%
H2O bimodal composition was manufactured into several center-perforated propellant grains
which were successfully test fired [13].
In this chapter, the objectives were to develop solid propellant formulations comprised
solely of nanometer aluminum and frozen water (referred to as the baseline formulation),
conduct theoretical analysis, strand burner tests, and static motor firings to determine the
performance and viability of these propellant mixtures as a potential green option for use in
various propulsion systems. Non-aluminized and aluminized composite solid propellants were
also manufactured and tested as a means of comparison.

6.2 Combustion Equilibrium Analysis

Prior to manufacture and testing of ALICE propellants, calculations using NASA’s
Combustion Equilibrium Analysis (CEA) code [94] were conducted, to determine formulations
of interest, target nozzle expansion ratios, and potential performance parameters for a defined
combination of reactants and chamber pressures. Using the known active fuel and oxide mass
fractions obtained from the TGA/DSC results for 80nm Al (74.5wt% Al + 25.5wt% Al2O3), the
stoichiometric reaction can be written as shown:
2 Al + 0.1815 Al2O3 + 3 H2O → Products

(9)

For the given reaction, the major products include H2, Al2O3, and depending on
temperature and pressure, significant volume fractions of dissociated species (O, OH, H, AlO,
Al2O, etc.) can exist in the chamber. The effects of pressure on the adiabatic flame temperature
and motor performance are provided in Figure 6.1.
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Figure 6.1. Adiabatic flame temperature for Al-Ice propellant compositions under varied
equivalence ratios and chamber pressures, calculated using CEA [94].
Unlike hydrocarbon combustion, where peak temperatures generally occur under slightly
fuel rich conditions, the ALICE composition yields a maximum flame temperature under
stoichiometric conditions. Further increasing the equivalence ratio causes the flame temperature
to quickly reduce. Once the melting temperature of aluminum oxide is reached a plateau is
exhibited (as shown in Figure 6.1 for the 0.1, 0.34, and 0.69 MPa cases). This temperature
plateau is a result of the exothermic phase change from molten to solid Al2O3. In this region,
volume fractions of molten and solid Al2O3 decrease and increase respectively until no molten
oxide remains. Once the equivalence ratio has increased to the point where only solid (no liquid)
Al2O3 is formed as a product species, the plateau ends, and a further decrease in temperature is
exhibited (as shown in Figure 6.1 for the 0.1 MPa case).

The higher flame temperatures

associated with increasing chamber pressures are due to reduced volume fractions of dissociated
species. This is evident through analysis of the CEA results [94].
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The specific impulse (Isp) is a measure of performance and provides a means of
comparison for rocket propulsive systems, having units in seconds (s). Isp is essentially the ratio
of total impulse to product weight flow as given by Sutton [1]:

t

Isp =

∫ Fdt
0

t

(10)

.

∫ m gdt
0

In Eq. 10, F is the thrust produced by expanding the high pressure/temperature combustion
products, to high velocities in a supersonic nozzle. Furthermore, a density specific impulse can
be defined by multiplying the specific impulse by the propellant density [1]. Additionally,
integrating Eq. 10, and applying the first law of thermodynamics, yields the following
expression:
1

⎛ T ⎞2
Isp ∝ ⎜
⎟
⎝ MW ⎠

(11)

Based on Eq. 11, to increase performance in a rocket propulsive system, there are only
two parameters to vary, molecular weight and adiabatic flame temperature, and both are tied to
the thermo-chemistry of the reactant composition.
The velocity of the product gasses taken at the nozzle throat is referred to as the
characteristic velocity (C*) and may be calculated as shown in equation (12):

C* =

Pc At
.

(12)

m

In Eq. 12, Pc is the chamber pressure, and At is the nozzle throat area [1].

Using the

experimental and theoretical specific impulse and characteristic velocity values, efficiency
values can be determined as shown [1, 3]:
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ηC * =

ηIsp =

*
Cactual
*
Ctheoretical

(13)

Ispactual
Isptheoretical

(14)

Considering equation 12, the characteristic velocity is calculated at the throat of the
nozzle, unlike the equation for specific impulse (10) which takes into account the exit velocity of
the gas [1]. This means that two measures of performance may be determined, where the C* and
Isp efficiencies (shown in Eqns. 13 and 14) provide information concerning the combustion
efficiency and the overall system performance, both of which are useful in characterizing the
propellant formulations and propulsive system design, and can be calculated from recorded
pressure, thrust, and other experimental data. Theoretical Isp and C* values for ALICE as a

Specific Impulse [s]

function of the equivalence ratio and pressure are provided in Figure 6.2 and Figure 6.3.
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Figure 6.2. Theoretical specific impulse for ALICE propellant compositions under varied
equivalence ratios, and chamber pressures, using an ideal expansion, calculated using CEA [94].
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Figure 6.3. Theoretical characteristic velocity and specific impulse for stoichiometric Al-Ice
propellants under varied pressure conditions, calculated using CEA [94].
From CEA, equilibrium mole fractions of the product constituents can be obtained, with
respect to reactant constituents, equivalence ratio, pressure, etc. The benefit is the ability to
tailor propellant formulations to meet certain performance requirements, given specific operating
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conditions, as shown in Figure 6.4.
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Figure 6.4. Major product species volume fractions as a function of equivalence ratio, shown for
3 chamber pressures, calculated using CEA [94].
Additionally, conclusions can be drawn from the equilibrium results concerning the
combustion process. The results plotted from CEA (Figure 6.5) for stoichiometric Al and H2O
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show the adiabatic flame temperature increases with increasing pressure, as expected, however,
the boiling temperature of the aluminum fuel is also shown to increase with increasing pressure
[95] and has a greater magnitude than the reaction temperature once the pressure exceeds 0.345
MPa (50 psia). Reducing the equivalence ratio from stoichiometric is shown to further decrease
the adiabatic flame temperature. From Glassman and Yetter, for a fuel particle to burn with a
surrounding diffusion flame, the flame temperature must exceed the pressure dependent
vaporization temperature of the fuel [86]. This suggests that the aluminum fuel component of
the solid propellant composition does not burn in the diffusion controlled manner exhibited by
aluminum particles burning at ambient pressure. Given the current conditions, combustion must
occur in the two-phase mixture that forms at the fuel/oxidizer interface. Heterogeneous reactions
between the fuel and oxidizer will therefore be limited either by the kinetics of the Al-H2O
reaction, or controlled by molecular mixing as oxidizer and fuel diffuse together. This suggests
that long residence times would be required to consume large diameter particles, and depending
on motor size, nano-particles, due to their high surface area to volume ratio, may be better suited
for these applications.
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Figure 6.5. Adiabatic flame temperature and aluminum vaporization temperature [95] as a
function of chamber pressure for several equivalence ratios, calculated using CEA [94].
A second benefit of aluminum nano-particle use may be evident in the resulting twophase flow generated within the nozzle. By far the most detrimental aspect of Al particle
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addition to composite solid propellants is the oxide, which naturally forms on the particle surface
and after combustion comprises a significant volume fraction of the final products. This oxide
coating is inert and as the particle size decreases can significantly reduce the energy density of
the propellant, resulting in lower adiabatic flame temperatures (due to heating and melting of the
oxide). As a product of combustion, the oxide coats the combustion chamber and nozzle walls,
and most importantly forms molten droplets in the exhaust, which are then accelerated in the
diverging section of the nozzle [16]. Micron particles have been shown to agglomerate within
the molten layer on the solid propellant surface which may be near the melting temperature of
aluminum [15]. The surface temperature of the Al-Ice composition would be limited by the
pressure dependent vaporization temperature of water, which comprises both the binder and
oxidizer in the solid propellant formulation.

This suggests that the nano-particles may be

advected from the propellant surface before reacting, meaning they react as nano-particles, or
sub micron agglomerates in the free-stream. Depending on how the nano-particles react in the
free stream, droplet collisions may result in formation of agglomerates which no-longer have
nano features, or nano droplets may be exhausted as such, in which case two-phase flow losses
may be significantly reduced.
For the baseline ALICE compositions, two equivalence ratios, Φ=0.943 and 0.71 were
studied. These compositions contain only nanometer sized aluminum particles and frozen water.
The very fuel lean case (Φ=0.71) was chosen (despite the low adiabatic flame temperature)
because the theoretical performance (Isp) was as good as the Φ=0.943 case, and the additional
volume fraction of water in the products reduced the volume fraction of condensed phase product
species in the exhaust, and was therefore studied first in the static fired rocket motors. The
slightly fuel lean case (Φ=0.943) was chosen because the performance value was slightly greater
than stoichiometric and the chamber temperatures were still significantly high preventing
solidification of aluminum oxide in the combustion chamber or the nozzle throat (based on CEA
results [94]).
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6.3 Constant Pressure Strand Burner
Constant pressure strand tests were conducted using the strand burner configuration
discussed in Chapter 5 to obtain ballistic parameters for use in the design of motor nozzles.
Figure 6.6 shows a series of video images of ALICE burning at a pressure of P = 3.55 MPa and
an equivalence ratio of 0.71.

Time [s]
0

0.63

1.37

2.1

2.83

3.57

Figure 6.6. Recorded images of an 80-nm Novacentrix ALICE mixture combusting at 3.55 MPa
at Φ = 0.71.
The strand burning images shown in Figure 6.6, were reduced from a typical strand
burning video, where the image at time zero corresponds to the ignition of the propellant sample
and the subsequent images exhibit a relatively flat flame steadily propagating downward through
the mixture. A visible flame appeared attached to the burning surface indicating ignition at or
near the surface.

For both ALICE and composite propellants, the luminous flame always

appeared to be attached to the burning surface of the propellant. From the images shown in
Figure 6.6, a distance versus time (trajectory) plot is produced. The slope, which corresponds to
the burning velocity specific to that composition and pressure, was determined by fitting a linear
curve. Variation in pressure while maintaining composition yields a burning rate profile as a
function of pressure, as shown in Figure 6.7. The error was determined by conducting a series of
strand tests at one specific pressure, and statistically analyzing the results. This error was then
applied to all samples over the range of pressures tested.
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Figure 6.7. Linear (a) and mass (b) burning rates of hand and Resodyn mixed ALICE
propellants as a function of pressure for an equivalence ratio of 0.71.
Figure 6.7 provides linear burning rate results for hand and Resodyn mixed (acoustically
mixed) strands, for the ALICE baseline composition with an equivalence ratio of 0.71. The
densities of the acoustically-mixed strands (1.48 g/cm3) were very close to those obtained by
hand mixing (1.44 g/cm3).

Results are presented in Figure 6.8 for the ALICE baseline
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Figure 6.8. Linear (a) and mass (b) burning rates of hand and Resodyn mixed ALICE
propellants having an equivalence ratio of 0.943.
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The densities achieved in this composition, when the reactants were acoustically mixed,
were significantly lower than the hand mixed samples (1.28g/cm3 vs 1.6g/cm3). This is likely
due to the mixture consistency. Compositions having the higher volume fraction of water were
easily mixed to a fluidic state, where the propellant could be vibrated or poured into the quartz
strand tubes. Formulations having the 0.943 equivalence ratio would mix to a very dense claylike consistency when hand mixed, and to a moist powdery consistency in the Resodyn
LabRAM®. In effect, the difference in mixture consistency significantly affected the propellant
packing density, where lower packing densities resulted from the acoustically mixed reactants,
independent of packing method. The lower density resulted in the faster burning rate exhibited
in Figure 6.8a. The mass burning rates for this composition are provided in Figure 6.8b.
The effects of varied equivalence ratio on the linear burning rates of ALICE propellants
were studied, and results are presented in Figure 6.9. For these samples the grain temperature
was constant and therefore the temperature coefficient should not be affected. However, the
increase in equivalence ratio yielded a larger pre-exponential. At pressures below approximately
3.79 MPa (550 psia) a faster burning rate is exhibited by the baseline composition having an
equivalence ratio of 0.943. The lean baseline (Φ = 0.71) yielded faster burning rates at higher
pressures. Additionally, the ALICE propellant having the higher equivalence ratio was more
difficult to ignite at lower pressures.
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Figure 6.9. Effect of equivalence ratio (Φ = 0.943 and 0.71) on the linear burning rate of
baseline ALICE propellants.
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In addition to using 80nm Al, a baseline study was also conducted using 50 nm Al
particles. The 50nm Al particles have a significantly reduced active mass fraction due to the
increased surface area. This formulation is further studied in Chapter 8 where propellants
manufactured with hydrogen peroxide yielded much better results using these particles. The
linear and mass burning rates are provided in Figure 6.10. The pressure exponents are shown to
be reduced from the similar ALICE composition using 80nm Al.
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Figure 6.10. Linear and mass burning rates for ALICE compositions manufactured using 50 nm
aluminum particles.
Figure 6.11 exhibits the linear burning rates for the two composite HTPB/AP mixtures.
The non-aluminized composite propellant had a pressure exponent of 0.25 and the aluminized
composite propellant yielded a pressure exponent of 0.44 over the ranges of pressures tested.
Sutton suggests a similar pressure exponent for aluminized composite solid propellant, over a
range of aluminium weight percentages in the formulation [1]. The specific compositions of
these propellants are provided in Chapter 4.
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Figure 6.11. Linear burning rate of non-aluminized and aluminized composite propellants as a
function of pressure.
Figure 6.12 shows a comparison of burning rates of nAl mixtures with liquid versus
frozen water as the oxidizer.
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The adiabatic flame temperature for ALICE propellants having an equivalence ratio of
0.71 (shown in Figure 6.5) is constant (~2327 K) throughout the pressure range. The reason for
this isothermal behavior is the phase change from solid to liquid alumina. As the equivalence
ratio is increased toward stoichiometric, the adiabatic flame temperature is shown to increase
with increasing pressure.

The stoichiometric ALICE and similar composition having the

equivalence ratio of 0.943 are not controlled by the heat of fusion of aluminum oxide since there
is no solid oxide in the products and the adiabatic flame temperature is higher than the melting
temperature of aluminum oxide.
Classically, the initial propellant temperature affects the pressure coefficient and not the
exponent [1]. The grain temperatures for frozen propellant samples tested were well below 0°C
(being stored at approximately -30°C prior to testing) while the non-frozen compositions [80]
were maintained at ambient temperature. For ALICE, however, both the pressure coefficient and
the exponent are affected. In conventional propellants temperature conditioning does not result
in phase change. ALICE propellants, however, do possess phase change. From combustion
theory, the additional phase change associated with the frozen composition will result in an
increase in the sensible enthalpy of the reactants, thereby reducing the overall heat of reaction
[86]. The heat of combustion is further reduced due to the heating and melting of the initial
oxide which naturally encapsulates the particles. Ultimately both the phase change and the
initial oxide content reduce the combustion temperature; however, neither should significantly
affect the pressure exponent. Because the equilibrium temperatures for both the frozen and nonfrozen aluminum/water compositions are below the aluminum vaporization temperature, the nAl
will burn heterogeneously at one limit through a kinetically controlled first order reaction or at
another limit via a diffusion controlled reaction across the oxide coating the particle surface. The
reduced flame temperatures for the frozen composition, especially at lower pressures, compared
to the non-frozen mixture could cause the reaction to shift from a kinetically limited to a
diffusion controlled process, which would result in a reduced pressure exponent. The slightly
fuel lean equivalence ratio used for the frozen composition only serves to further reduce the
flame temperature. From the theoretical results shown in Figure 6.5, the aluminum will burn
heterogeneously over the range of strand test pressures and the reaction process as well as the
combustion efficiency could affect the pressure exponent.
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6.4 Nano-Aluminum Batch Effects

The effects of batch to batch variation on the burning rates of nAl material obtained from
Novacentrix are provided in Figure 6.13. The active aluminum content varies from batch to
batch (presented in Chapter 3.), ultimately due to extent of passivation and nominal particle
diameter. The equivalence ratio for all samples was maintained at approximately 0.943.
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Figure 6.13. Batch to batch variation on the linear burning rates of ALICE propellants.

6.5 Constant Volume Combustion Efficiency

Combustion efficiency of ALICE propellants having an equivalence ratio of 0.943 was
determined using a constant volume cell and Agilent micro gas chromatograph (CG). The
specifics of the experiment are provided in Chapter 5. The average chemical efficiency for the
baseline propellant was ~ 72% over the range of pressures tested. Chemical efficiencies of
approximately 80% were presented by Risha et al. [79] for a similar 80-nm aluminum and water
composition over a similar range of pressures. The combustion efficiency for the frozen baseline
composition should be slightly lower due to additional loss associated with the phase change
from ice to water. The results presented in Figure 6.14 indicate the overall efficiency with
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increasing pressure is relatively constant and in good agreement with previously published
results.
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Figure 6.14. Combustion efficiency results for ALICE baseline propellant having an equivalence
ratio of 0.943.

6.6 Static Fired Motor Tests
In addition to the strand-burner experiments, a series of lab-scale static fired motor
experiments were performed using ALICE at both equivalence ratios as well as non-aluminized
and aluminized composite propellants.

More than 100 lab-scale static motor tests were

conducted using 1.91, 3.81, and 7.62-cm (0.75, 1.5, and 3-in) motor chambers (discussed in
Chapter 5).

ALICE propellant grains in both end-burner and center-perforated (CP) grain

configurations were examined to investigate performance parameters such as thrust, stability,
total impulse, and chamber pressure.
Initially, all motor tests were conducted in the 1.91cm (0.75 in.), sled mounted rocket
motor, previously constructed and used as a lab-scale hybrid motor [91]. The small scale nature
of the system permitted fast, repeatable, testing using minimal quantities of propellant, while the
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grain length could easily be varied to vary burn time, pressure, and ultimately thrust. Phenolic
tubes were purchased from Franklin Fibre, and for the 1.91 cm motor, the tubes had an outer
diameter (OD) of 2.7 cm (1.0625 in.) and an inner diameter (ID) of 1.91 cm (0.75 in.). The
motor size is described by the maximum grain OD which is defined by the ID of the phenolic.
When the motors were scaled, they were scaled diametrically using the outer grain diameters,
hence the physical motors are larger in diameter than the designation used to describe them.

6.7 End Burner Motor Results

End burner grain configurations maintain a constant burning surface area throughout the
burn which provides a neutral thrust profile. This grain geometry was studied because of the
simplicity in casting and longer burn times. Testing began using 1.91 cm (0.75 in.) long, 1.91
cm diameter frozen end-burning grains having an equivalence ratio of 0.71. Manufactured
igniters (discussed in chapter 4) were secured onto the frozen propellant surface by gluing
between the phenolic and igniter. The composite grain and igniter was cartridge loaded into the
motor with the leads passing through the post-combustion chamber wall and through a Conax
bare-wire sealing gland. The sealing fitting prevented a pressure leak during combustion. When
firing, approximately 5vdc was passed through the coil providing enough energy to ignite the
NC/black powder pellet fixed to the grain surface. Ignition of the pellet provided both thermal
energy to the propellant sample surface and gaseous products to pressurize the chamber. Once
ignition was achieved using the 1.91 cm “short grain,” the grain length was increased to 3.81 cm
and then 7.62 cm (1.5, and 3 in.). Despite the addition of more mass by increasing the grain
length, propellants reacted slowly, turning the motor into a low pressure hydrogen generator,
where hydrogen gas exited the nozzle for several minutes as the reaction front progressed
through the propellant grain.
In an effort to decouple ignition from combustion, and therefore determine the
performance requirements of the igniter, several tests were conducted flowing nitrogen through
the post combustion chamber, pre-pressurizing the motor. A 1 psi crack check valve was placed
in the nitrogen flow line, shutting off pressurant flow once the grain ignited. In the test shown in
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Figure 6.15, the nozzle was bored out to accommodate the additional flow of nitrogen,
significantly reducing the expansion ratio. Nitrogen was flowed through the chamber, reaching a
steady state pressure of 2.86 MPa (415 psia). With each successful test, the nitrogen backpressure was reduced until the pressure threshold was determined.

Ultimately, successful

ignition was achieved and repeatable once the pressure in the chamber exceeded the minimum
pressure required to choke the nozzle, generally between 2 and 3 atm. Additionally, the igniter
burn duration had to be sufficient to deliver enough energy to the propellant surface, without
significantly contributing to the system performance.
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Figure 6.15. Pressure and thrust profiles of an ALICE end-burning grain configuration, using
nitrogen pre-pressurant.
To meet the requirements established for ignition and chamber pressurization, the grain
size was scaled up to fit the second, 3.81 cm (1.5 in.) motor. For this system, cartridges and
igniters were manufactured as previously described, however, the NC/black powder igniters
burned much too fast to provide significant heat transfer to the ALICE propellant surface, and
maintain the necessary chamber pressure to choke the motor. To ignite these larger grains a
square, 6.35 mm (0.25 in.) thick, slab of advanced solid rocket motor (ASRM) propellant was
pressed directly onto the propellant surface, fitting snuggly within the phenolic casing. Because
the cartridge was round, and the ASRM slab was square, black powder was used as filler
between the ASRM and phenolic where propellant grain surface was exposed.

The

manufactured NC/black powder/nichrome igniter was then placed onto the ASRM surface, as the
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primary means of ignition. Since superglue was no longer an effective means of securing the
igniter to the grain, the phenolic casing had to be turned on a lathe (before packing with
propellant) such that the outer diameter was reduced for approximately 1.27 cm (0.5 in.) along
the length. This lip provided a means for securing all of the ignition materials within the grain,
using layers of masking tape to seal around the exposed igniter and leads. Figure 6.16 provides
pressure and thrust profiles from a typical end-burner motor firing.
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Figure 6.16. Thrust and pressure profiles for 3.81 cm ALICE end burner propellant grain having
an equivalence ratio of 0.71.
Specifically, the test shown in Figure 6.16 consisted of a 15.24 cm (6 in.) long ALICE
grain in the 3.81 cm (1.5 in.) motor having a 0.325 cm (0.128 in.) diameter nozzle. Time zero
corresponds to the ignition of the main ALICE grain. Once the ALICE grain was fully ignited,
the pressure reached 7 MPa (1,015 psia) and quickly equilibrated to a quasi-steady burning
process. The slight variation in pressure during the burn may be attributed to some transient
nozzle clogging resulting from the condensed phase aluminum oxide in the products.
Post-fired end-burning ALICE grains were observed to retain bulk aluminum oxide,
where protruding tongues of oxide were observed, laying on the bottom of the post-combustion
chamber. Images of the post-fired grains are provided in Figure 6.17. The tongue is hollow, and
comprises the bulk of the remaining mass, and the remains in the phenolic are very porous.
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Figure 6.17. Images of post-fired ALICE end-burning solid propellant grains.
6.8 Center-Perforated Motor Results

Once the baseline end-burning motor tests were successfully conducted, the propellant
grain configuration was altered to a center-perforated (CP) design. The center-perforated grains
were manufactured using methods similar to the end-burning grains, with the added complexity
of casting the porting, which runs down the center of the grain. The manufacture process is
discussed in Chapter 4. These grains provide a progressively increasing burn surface area during
combustion and therefore require a larger nozzle. Increasing the nozzle throat diameter can
reduce the effects of slag accumulation in the nozzle during firing. The burn time of the CP
grain is now governed by the propellant web thickness, rather than the grain length as in the endburning configuration. The web thickness is the propellant thickness between the inner and outer
diameter of the grain. For the CP testing series, four propellant formulations were studied:
ALICE (Φ = 0.943, 0.71), non-aluminized HTPB/AP composite, and aluminized HTPB/AP/Al
composite propellants. The center port dimensions for the 1.91, 3.81, and 7.62 cm diameter
motor grains were 0.635, 1.27, and 2.54 cm (0.25, 0.5, and 1 in.) respectively.
Ignition for all motor scales employing center-perforated propellant grains was achieved
by using commercially-available hobby rocket motors. These motors are readily available, cost
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effective, and well-characterized. A list of the commercially available motors used is provided
below in Table 6.1. All ESTES motors were either plugged or booster stage, meaning no
ejection charge was contained within the cartridge. The larger AeroTech motor (G-80) contained
an ejection charge, which had to be removed prior to use in the static-fired system. Of the
motors listed, typically the A10-PT, D12-0, and G-80 were used in the 1.91, 3.81, and 7.62 cm
motors, respectively.
Table 6.1. Specifications of commercially available hobby rocket motors used as igniters for
propellant grains having a center-perforated configuration.
Igniter

Motor

Total

Peak

Initial

Propellant

Manufacturer

Type

Impulse

Thrust [N]

Weight

Weight

[g]

[g]

[N-s]

Reference

ESTES

A10-PT

2.5

13

7.4

3.78

[96]

ESTES

B6-0

5

12.1

16.4

6.24

[96]

ESTES

C6-0

10

15.3

22.7

12.48

[96]

ESTES

D12-0

20

32.9

40.9

24.93

[96]

AeroTech

G-80

137

97.9

128

62.5

[97]

Initially, the igniters were characterized in the motors using grain blanks machined from
graphite to fill the volume of the motor which would typically be filled by propellant. In this
manner the igniter contribution (pressure and thrust) could be determined for each system.
Commercial motors were carefully selected so that the ignition requirements for the ALICE
propellants were met, without significantly contributing to or overdriving the combustion
process. A summary of the igniter characterization tests is provided in Table 6.2. Also in the
table are data showing the impact of the igniter on the peak thrust of the propellant grain. For the
G-80 igniter, placed in the 7.62 cm (3 in.) motor, a maximum of only 8.5% of measured thrust
resulted from the igniter.
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Table 6.2. Experimental results of the igniter characterization tests.
Igniter Type

Motor Scale

Peak Thrust Peak Pressure Nozzle Throat

[cm]

[N]

[kPa]

[cm]

Ignition
Stimulus Effect
[%]

ESTES, A10-PT 1.91

< 2.20

356

0.457

~ 2.5

ESTES, C6-0

1.91

< 5.9

370

0.450

~ 6.5

ESTES, D12-0 3.81

< 2.2

343

0.635

~1

AeroTech, G-80 7.62

~ 45

494

0.899

~ 8.5

In addition to evaluating the impact of the ignition source on the motor thrust, tests were
conducted to evaluate the influence of chamber pressure on ignition delay. These tests were
conducted with the same igniter (D12-0) in the 3.81-cm motor. The nozzle throat diameter was
varied to change the pressurization rate and peak pressure of the igniter. The ignition delay due
to varied nozzle diameter is provided in Figure 6.18. Nozzle throat diameters were chosen based
on ignition delay and peak motor pressure. As shown in the figure, reducing the nozzle throat
area resulted in a shorter ignition delay. However, this simultaneously results in increased
chamber pressures, and therefore, a limited operability range for a given motor size, igniter, and
propellant composition was determined.
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Figure 6.18. Ignition delay for the 3.81-cm ALICE motor as a function of nozzle diameter.
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The firing evolution of the center perforated motor required strict procedural guidelines,
as outlined in Appendix C. After motor setup, calibration, and a run through of system checks
(testing system diagnostics, firing relays, the data acquisition system, etc.) a firing interlock pin
was removed from the control panel, electrically isolating the system, and a chosen igniter was
inserted into the head end of the motor. The igniter was encased in a graphite sleeve which
aligned the igniter nozzle with the porting cast in the propellant grain. The propellant remained
stored in a nearby freezer until just before firing. Once the system was ready to fire, the grain,
followed by the post-combustion chamber liner, nozzle housing, and retainer cap were installed.
A full description is presented in Chapter 5. Firing was initiated via ignition of the small
commercial motor, which exhausted a plume of hot products within the porting in the grain.
This pre-pressurized the motor and ignited the main propellant charge. Nozzles were then
varied, maintaining a constant expansion ratio, to determine pressure effects on motor
performance. A series of pressure and corresponding thrust profiles, for tests conducted using
the 1.91 cm (0.75 in.) motor in a center perforated configuration, are provided in Figure 6.19.
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Figure 6.19. Pressure (a) and thrust (b) profiles for center perforated ALICE propellant
compositions using the 1.91 cm motor with varied nozzles.
In the process of scaling to larger motors, repeatability of the center-perforated grains
was examined. Figure 6.20 shows typical repeatability of the experiments in the 1.91-cm motor.
The effect of motor orientation was also investigated, the motor being placed in a vertical
position. Under these conditions, thrust was not obtained, and therefore, after demonstrating the
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ability to fire from a vertical motor orientation, the remaining tests were conducted horizontally.
For the repeat firing shown in Figure 6.20, the maximum chamber pressure reached

Chamber Pressure [MPa]

approximately 9.1 MPa (1,315 psia).
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Figure 6.20. Repeatability of the center-perforated grain fired in the 1.91 cm motor.
Once success was achieved using the reduced equivalence ratio, Φ was increased from
0.71 to 0.943 and a similar study was conducted. A comparison of both equivalence ratios is
presented in Figure 6.21.

The propellant composition having the higher equivalence ratio

required a larger igniter to properly ignite the grain. In both cases the ignition delay is obvious
and both igniters were at burnout when the grains ignited.

Therefore the overall igniter

contribution is negligible. A slightly lower pressure and longer burn duration is exhibited with
increasing equivalence ratio, which is consistent with the strand test result results provided in
Figure 6.9.
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Figure 6.21. Comparison of ALICE center-perforated propellants having equivalence ratios of
0.943 and 0.71, pressure (a) and thrust (b).
Figure 6.22 sows pressure profiles for a repeat firing using the ALICE baseline propellant
having an equivalence ratio of 0.943. Although the ignition delay varies by approximately 0.5
seconds between runs, the overall profiles are nearly identical.
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Figure 6.22. Comparison firing of ALICE baseline propellants having an equivalence ratio of
0.943.
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Table 6.3 provides CEA equilibrium results using comparable test conditions (Ae/At =
10, Pchamber = 1000 psia), for ALICE compositions having equivalence ratios of 0.71 and 0.943.
The theoretical results provide insight into the adiabatic flame temperature, performance, product
species, and regions where liquid/solid aluminum oxide is present.
Table 6.3. Equilibrium analysis of ALICE with equivalence ratios of 0.71 and 0.943.
Φ = 0.71
Pressure [MPa]
Temperature
[K]

Φ = 0.943

Chamber

Throat

Exit

Chamber

Throat

Exit

6.89

4.18

0.115

6.89

4.04

0.139

2327

2327

1769

2746

2628

2327

Isp [s]

208

202

C* [m/s]

1224

1198

Composition
H

0.00088

0.00113

0.00017

0.00573

0.00477

0.00665

H2

0.55414

0.55394

0.55467

0.68069

0.68170

0.68026

H2O

0.22651

0.22647

0.22670

0.04388

0.04384

0.04373

OH

0.00007

0.00009

0.00000

0.00011

0.00008

0.00008

Al(OH)3

0.00004

0.00003

0.00017

0.00001

0.00001

0.00000

Al2O3(l)

0.19943

0.13099

0.00000

0.26911

0.26935

0.01847

Al2O3(a)

0.01893

0.08734

0.21846

0.00000

0.00000

0.25069

Figure 6.23 provides pressure and thrust profiles for a series of 3.81 cm motor tests,
(similar to the tests shown in Figure 6.19), varying the nozzle throat diameter for each test.
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Figure 6.23. Typical pressure (a) and thrust (b) profiles for center-perforated grain
configurations in the 3.81-cm motor using ALICE propellant at Φ = 0.71.
As the nozzle throat diameter was increased from 0.579 cm to 0.663 cm the recorded
pressure decreased from approximately 10.45 MPa to 6.36 MPa. Figure 6.24 shows the results
from a 7.62 cm (3 in.) motor firing. The thrust increased to nearly 890 N at the same chamber
pressure of around 8 MPa (1,165 psia) compared to the 3.81-cm motor. The burning time
increases with increasing motor size due the subsequent increase in propellant web thickness. It
is evident from the data presented in Figure 6.23 that the igniter does not overpower the
combustion process of the ALICE grain. Also, there is no noticeable ignition delay.
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Figure 6.24. Typical pressure and thrust profiles for center-perforated grain configurations in the
7.62 cm (3 in.) motor using ALICE propellant at Φ = 0.71.
6.9 Motor Scaling
Scaling effects were studied in the three static-fired motors previously discussed. Within
the combustion chamber, a portion of the volume is filled with the propellant sample, and the
remaining volume (between the grain and nozzle) comprises the post-combustion chamber. The
ratio of these two volumes may be referred to as the volumetric loading fraction (VLF) [1], and
for these for these experiments, which all used 7.62 cm (3 in.) long center-perforated grains, a
VLF of 0.8 was maintained. The nozzle throat areas were scaled with motor size such that the
motor pressures would remain approximately constant. A nozzle expansion ratio of 10 was
maintained for all scaling experiments. Figure 6.25 and Figure 6.26 exhibit the pressure-time
and thrust-time profiles of ALICE propellants for the three different motor scales. In Figure 6.25
the peak pressures are shown to be virtually the same, with the profiles broadening with motor
size. The increased burn time with increasing motor size is due to the increasing propellant web
thickness. For a constant grain length, the ratio of initial port surface area to final burnout area
remained constant between motor tests.
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Figure 6.25. Pressure profiles from ALICE tests conducted in the 1.91, 3.81 and 7.62 cm motors.
Time was adjusted to align peak pressures.
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Figure 6.26. Thrust data from ALICE tests conducted in the 1.91, 3.81 and 7.62 cm motors.
Time was adjusted to align peak thrust.
To achieve comparable pressures between tests the nozzle diameters chosen were 0.449,
0.635 and 0.899 cm, for the 1.91, 3.81, and 7.72 cm motors, respectively. This yields nozzle
throat areas scaled by a factor of 2 between motors. The peak thrust for these tests increased
from approximately 160 to 890 N with increasing motor size and corresponds with the maximum
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surface area of the propellant. The peak thrust for several tests conducted in each motor is
provided in Figure 6.27. For each motor, the results are plotted individually, and an average
peak thrust is provided above the respective data points. From geometric scaling, the thrust
should scale with the mass burning rate of the propellant, which is linearly dependent on surface
area (where Aburn = πDportLgrain). Because the grain lengths for all tests were maintained at 7.62
cm (3 in.) the thrust should scale linearly with grain port diameter. Assuming the thrust is F ~
a(D)n , then ideally n = 1 and a is a constant. For the current tests, n = 1.4. Although the ratio of
initial port surface area to final burnout area remained constant between motor tests, if the
reaction were to further propagate across one or both end-regions of the grain, the burn surface
area would no longer scale linearly, as the end surface area scales like D2 between motors and
the web thickness increases with increasing motor size. This would result in a progressive burn,
where the maximum burn surface area would be achieved during the burn, rather than at the end.
Some end-burning in addition to burning within the ported region of the grain may be occurring,
resulting in the larger exponent (n=1.4 rather than 1). This may further be suggested by the
pressure and thrust profiles recorded during firing, which do not rapidly decrease following the
peak pressure, as would be expected if all of the propellant was consumed. An additional
possibility may be that significant losses exist even in the largest motor, in which case further
scaling may be required.
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Figure 6.27. Scaling of 1.91, 3.82, and 7.62-cm ALICE motors with a center-perforated grain
configuration.
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A simple program written in Fortran was developed to read post-firing data files, and
permitted user input of basic pre and post fire data, including initial and remaining propellant and
product masses, nozzle dimensions, etc. The program was used to calculate various performance
values including peak and average pressures and thrust, total impulse, C* and Isp.
Motor total impulse was determined by integrating the recorded thrust profile over the
burn duration. Because the recorded pressure profiles are very smooth compared to the recorded
thrust, the pressure profiles were used in the determination of burn time. This presented a
challenge, as the igniter contribution was generally not significant in the thrust profile, but was
recorded in the pressure profile. To insure the ignition and burn time of the igniter was not
included in the integrating time, the peak pressure was determined within the code, and
calculations used the time range corresponding to 10% of the maximum pressure. Figure 6.28
shows that the calculated total impulse increases with increasing motor size from approximately
20 to 560 N-s. This is expected since the thrust increases with increasing motor size without
significantly increasing the burn time.
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Figure 6.28. Total impulse of ALICE propellants in various motor sizes.
The specific impulse is more difficult to quantify for these experiments because the
calculation, (as shown in Eq. 12), is based on the propellant mass flow rate. Using a centerperforated grain, the mass flow rate is not constant (as it is in a neutral burn grain configuration)
and continually increases with increasing burn surface area. As a result, this was estimated from
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the known initial propellant mass and the recorded profiles. The remaining mass left in the
chamber was collected after each experiment and weighed to determine the amount of mass
ejected from the nozzle (Table 6.4). Typically 20 to 43% of the initial propellant mass was
retained in the motor combustion chamber after firing. Here, the average mass retained is
defined as the ratio of the mass left in the chamber to the initial propellant mass.
Table 6.4. Mass remaining in the motor chamber after firing.
Motor Scale [cm]

Average Mass Retained [%]

1.91

20.28 ± 14.69

3.82

29.44 ± 3.65

7.62

43.15 ± 1.06

There are several factors which affect the variation of mass accumulated in the chamber
during the test. Independent of scale, the post combustion chamber length was kept constant at
7.62 cm. The purpose of this chamber is to promote more complete conversion of the reactants
to products prior to exhausting through the nozzle. The inherent disadvantage associated with
this extra volume is that it can allow mass to accumulate between the grain and nozzle. A 30°
half angle was generally maintained in the converging section of the nozzles. This angle varied
slightly, as the overall nozzle lengths were fixed (for the 1.91 and 3.81 cm motors) and the
diverging section length varied with respect to the nozzle throat dimension (as the expansion
ratio was fixed).

Removing or reducing the length of the post-combustion chamber or

decreasing the half angle of the converging section may reduce accumulation of molten
combustion products in the motor, however, the C* efficiency may also be reduced, due to
incomplete reaction resulting from a decreased residence time.
6.10 Tabulated Motor Results
A summary of the motor experiments are presented in Table 6.5 and 6.6. The measured
specific impulse values are shown to increase with equivalence ratio and motor size, although
results are low compared to theoretical values. To calculate the combustion and specific impulse
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efficiencies, the theoretical values were determined using CEA [94]. The actual mass fractions
of the propellant constituents and experimental test conditions were used as input parameters.
Table 6.5. Summary of performance parameters for ALICE propellants with varied equivalence
ratios.
Parameter

Motor Size =1.91 cm, Φ is varied

Equivalence ratio (Φ)

0.71

0.943

Peak Thrust [N]

133

115

C*, avg [m/s]

582

670

ηC*, avg [%]

48

56

Itot [N-s]

19

29

Isp, avg [s]

56

96

ηIsp, avg [%]

27

43

Isp, avg with Al2O3 retained [s]

63

146

Average mass remaining [%]

20.7

34.5

ηIsp, avg [%] AP/HTPB (Isp,theor = 240 s)

87

87

ηC*, avg [%] AP/HTPB (C*theor = 1466 m/s)

57

57

Table 6.6. Summary of performance parameters for ALICE (Φ=0.71) and non-aluminized
composite propellants.
Parameter

Φ = 0.71, Motor size is varied

Motor Size [cm]

1.91

3.81

7.62

Peak Thrust [N]

133

331

992

C*, avg [m/s]

582

784

848

ηC*, avg [%]

48

64

69

Itot [N-s]

19

78.1

562.3

Isp, avg [s]

56

83

133

ηIsp,avg [%]

27

40

64

Isp, avg with Al2O3 retained [s]

63

117

233

Average mass remaining [%]

20.7

32.7

-

ηIsp, avg [%] AP/HTPB (Isp,theor = 240 s)

87

92

-

ηC*, avg [%] AP/HTPB (C*theor = 1466 m/s)

57

90

-
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From Table 6.5, increasing the equivalence ratio toward stoichiometric resulted in better
C* and Isp efficiencies (ηC*,avg, and ηIsp,avg). Isp efficiencies, which include nozzle effects, were
expected to be low, due to the use of under expanded nozzles (as the expansion ratio was fixed
for all motor tests). The lower C* efficiencies (which also reduces the Isp efficiency) are a
measure of combustion efficiency in the chamber. Figure 6.14 yielded a combustion efficiency
of approximately 72% over the range of pressures tested for the ALICE baseline propellant
having an equivalence ratio of 0.943. Motor test results for the same formulation suggest an
average C* efficiency of 56%. This suggests that appreciable heat losses in the motor may exist.
The C* efficiency for the propellant having an equivalence ratio of 0.71 is further reduced. The
calculated Isp was shown to increase by 42% by increasing the propellant equivalence ratio
Results for scaled ALICE propellants (Table 6.6) indicate that the Isp efficiencies
increased from 27 to 64%, with increasing motor size. Also shown in the table are combustion
efficiencies, which increase from 48 to 69%. The equivalence ratio for the ALICE propellants
used in these tests was 0.71. The calculated specific impulse values were based upon all of the
mass being ejected out of the nozzle. However, if the aluminum oxide remaining in the chamber
is considered as not exiting the nozzle, then corrected specific impulse values will be higher as
shown in both tables.

From a space propulsion application, this would impact vehicle

performance, and the mass would either need to be jettisoned or used for a specific application.
As a comparison, the characteristic velocity and specific impulse efficiencies for the AP/HTPB
propellants tested are given in the table. Results from tests in the 1.91-cm motor indicate
appreciable losses observed for both efficiencies. For the 3.81-cm motor, both efficiencies are
approximately 90%.
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Chapter 7
Frozen Bimodal Nano/Micron-Alumiunm and Ice Compositions
7.1 Bimodal Compositions

Using the baseline formulation discussed in Chapter 6, and substituting micron sized
aluminum for the nAl, the effect of equivalence ratio and composition on the linear burning rate
and combustion efficiency were studied. Motor performance studies were also conducted using
center-perforated propellant grains in the 1.91 cm (0.75 in.) rocket motor.
Figure 7.1 illustrates the increase in active content of the aluminum fuel, consisting of a
bimodal particle distribution, as nanometer particles with a nominal diameter of 80 nm are
replaced with micron particles having a minimum active aluminum content of 95% by mass.
Progressing from a pure nanoparticle fuel to one with a 50% nAl and 50% µm Al (by mass)
composition, the active aluminum content is shown to increase by approximately 13%.
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Figure 7.1. Active aluminum content versus bimodal aluminum distribution, assuming a 95%
active aluminum content for the micron Al.
Figure 7.2 shows the manner in which this change in active aluminum content affects the
adiabatic flame temperature and specific impulse of the propellant. The flame temperature and
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Isp (calculated using CEA [94]) increases by approximately 110 K and 11 s (for the given
expansion ratio).
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Figure 7.2. Specific impulse and adiabatic flame temperature as a function of the active
aluminum content for an equivalence ratio of 0.943, calculated using CEA [94].

7.2 Propellant Manufacture

Propellants were manufactured using Novacentrix M2671 and M2548 80 nm aluminum
particles. Both batches were passivated using the method discussed in Chapter 4. The micron
aluminum particles were obtained from Valimet and Sigma Aldrich and had nominal diameters
of 2, 5, 10, and 20 µm. All micron aluminum particles had an active content of greater than
95%, and the largest particles were assumed to have an active aluminum content greater than
99% by mass.
For all mixtures with combined nanometer and micron sized aluminum, the Resodyn
LabRAM® acoustic mixer was used to premix particles. Deionized water was then added to the
bimodal powder mixture and the final mixing was performed by hand.

As more micron

aluminum was added to the mixture for a given overall stoichiometry, the mixture consistency
became more fluidic. This change in mixture consistency resulted from the significantly lower
surface area of the micron versus nanometer aluminum. For an equivalence ratio of 0.71, a
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micron aluminum content of ~ 20% relative to the total active aluminum content could be
achieved prior to significant settling of the micron aluminum in the unfrozen mixture. For an
equivalence ratio of 0.943, a micron content of approximately 80% was achievable prior to
significant settling of the micron aluminum. After packing the tube molds, either for strand tests,
combustion efficiency tests, or scale motor tests, the material was stored in an explosion proof
freezer until required for testing.

The measured packing densities varied with the micron

aluminum content of the mixture as shown in Figure 7.3.

For mixtures with an overall

equivalence ratio of 0.943, a decrease in mixture density from approximately 1.6 to 1.5 g/cm3
was observed with the substitution of 80% (based on the active aluminum content) of the
nanometer aluminum mass with micron aluminum.
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Figure 7.3. Mixture density as a function of micron Al substitution for nanometer aluminum in
aluminum ice mixtures with an equivalence ratio of 0.943.

7.3 Constant Pressure Strand Tests

Constant pressure strand tests were conducted for compositions containing 80nm Al and
micron Al using the same methods as described for the baseline composition, using two
equivalence ratios (0.71 and 0.943). The burning rates for mixtures of 80 nm aluminum with 2
µm aluminum at 7 MPa (1015 psia) are shown in Figure 7.4a. Burning rates for mixtures of 80
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nm and 5 µm aluminum at the same conditions are shown in Figure 7.4b. For both sizes of
micron particles, a slight increase in burning rate was observed with the addition of small
amounts of micron aluminum.
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Figure 7.4. Linear burning rate as a function of 2 micron (a) and 5 micron (b) aluminum content
in the fuel mixture for an equivalence ratio of 0.943 and pressure of 7 MPa (1015 psia).
The substitution of large amounts of micron aluminum ultimately decreased the burning
rate. Figure 7.5 provides normalized results for 2 through 20 micron Al particle addition. The
results are normalized because several batches of nAl (M2671 and M2548) were used during
testing which influenced propellant burning rates. The decrease in burning rate, (also shown in
Figure 7.4), is evident at a lower amount of substituted micron aluminum for the 5 µm aluminum
(~ 20%) compared to the 2 µm aluminum (~40%). These trends continue with the 10 and 20
micron aluminum particles. The slight increase in burning rate likely results from a slightly
higher reaction temperature due to the reduced fraction of inert aluminum oxide initially present
in the mixture. However, as the amount of micron aluminum increases, the propagation rate
becomes more diffusion limited by the larger particles than any further increase in reaction
temperature and the burning rate decreases. These results suggest that in addition to increasing
the active fuel mass fraction in the initial mixture, bimodal distributions may be used to tailor
burning rates.
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Figure 7.5. Normalized propellant burning rates for compositions having varied micron
aluminum weight percent at constant pressure.
Figure 7.6 shows the linear burning rate as a function of pressure for mixtures with only
80 nm aluminum and mixtures with substitution of 25 and 50 percent by weight of the 80 nm
aluminum with 2 micron aluminum (based on the active aluminum mass).

The overall

equivalence ratio of the mixtures was 0.943. The mixture with 25% micron Al has a slightly
larger pressure exponent than the mixture with 50% micron aluminum (0.65 vs. 0.57). Both
mixtures exhibit a larger pressure exponent than the pure 80 nm ALICE mixture (0.405).
Consistent with previous observations on the pressure dependence of aluminum and ice
mixtures, shown in Chapter 6, the present results suggest that combustion of bimodal mixtures
will benefit from high pressure operation.
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Figure 7.6. Linear burning rates as a function of pressure for mixtures with 100% 80 nm
aluminum and mixtures with 25% and 50% (based on the active aluminum mass) 2 micron
aluminum (a) and normalized burning rates for compositions containing 25wt% 2, 5, 10, and 20
micron Al (b).

7.4 Constant Volume Combustion Efficiency

The effect of micron particle substitution to the baseline ALICE formulation on the
combustion efficiency was studied using 20 micron aluminum particles. Effects of pressure and
concentration were measured using the same method described in Chapter 5. Experiments
studying the effect of particle concentration were conducted with an initial pressure of 7 MPa
(1015 psia), and two compositions containing 15 and 25 weight percent were studied under
varied pressure conditions. The results are presented in Figure 7.7 and Figure 7.8.
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Figure 7.7. Combustion efficiency of bimodal ALICE containing varied mass fractions of
micron Al particles in the solid fuel composition.
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Figure 7.8. Combustion efficiency of bimodal ALICE containing 15 and 25 wt% micron
aluminum in the fuel composition.
In the constant pressure efficiency tests, the bimodal propellant compositions containing
micron-sized Al showed a slight increase in chemical efficiency compared to the baseline results.
All three formulations had an equivalence ratio of 0.943. The results, however, remained
approximately constant with increasing additive substitution. In the constant volume
experiments, the pressure increase (ΔP) during reaction for the micron-sized Al compositions
was approximately constant (5.3-5.5 MPa).
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In Figure 7.7 the chemical efficiency for bimodal nano/micron aluminum is provided as a
function of micron particle weight percent of the solid fuel composition. The efficiencies for 80nm and 20-µm Al particles increased to approximately 80% from the 72% determined for the
baseline. The efficiencies were slightly elevated from the baseline for compositions containing
25 and 50 wt% 20 micron aluminum over the entire range of pressures tested (Figure 7.8),
following the same linearly increasing trend. Based on the CEA results shown in Figure 7.2, by
increasing the active Al content of the solid fuel, the initial alumina concentration is reduced,
resulting in an increased reaction temperature, promoting formation of molten alumina and
improving the reactivity of the composite fuel. The burning rate and chemical efficiency thus
increased accordingly.
7.5 Static Fired Motor Tests

Motor tests were conducted in the same manner as previously described, preparing 7.62
cm (3 in.) long 1.91 cm (0.75 in) diameter center-perforated grains with bimodal nano/micron Al
as the fuel, rather than purely nanometer Al. The equivalence ratio (0.943) was maintained for
all motor tests, and nozzles used the same expansion ratio (10) to maintain comparability
between firings.
Figure 7.9 reports the chamber pressure measurements from three motor experiments for
propellant grains containing 0, 25, and 50%, 2 µm aluminum in the fuel blend. The equivalence
ratio was maintained at 0.943. ESTES C6-0 igniters were used in all firings. The times were
shifted so to align the peak pressures. As can be seen from the data, the peak pressures decrease
and the burning time duration increases with substitution of µAl for nAl. The corresponding
thrusts measurements shown in Figure 7.10 follow the same trend, (i.e. with the addition of
micron aluminum, the peak thrust decreases and the burning duration increases). These trends
are consistent with the slower linear burning rates measured for formulations containing micron
aluminum.
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Figure 7.9. Pressure measurements from the 1.91 cm diameter center-perforated grain motor
with nozzle diameter of 0.409 cm (0.161 in.) and equivalence ratio of 0.943 for grains with the
fuel consisting of 0, 25, and 50% (by mass) 2 µm aluminum.
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Figure 7.10. Thrust measurements from the 1.91 cm diameter center-perforated grain motor with
nozzle diameter of 0.409 cm (0.161 in.) and equivalence ratio of 0.943 for grains with the fuel
consisting of 0, 25, and 50% (by mass) 2 µm aluminum.
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Table 7.1 shows a summary of the performance characteristics of the ALICE motors with
bimodal fuel particles. For the mixtures with Φ = 0.943, the active aluminum content increased
from 74.5 % to 84.8% as the mixture composition changed from 100% nAl to a mixture with
50% nAl and 50% µAl. The characteristic velocity was observed to increase with micron
particle addition, while the C* efficiency initially changes much more slowly and then increases
by ~ 25% with the addition of 50% micron aluminum. Also evident from the table, Isp and Isp
efficiency are nearly independent of the replacement of nAl with µAl (a 10% decrease is
observed in going from 100% nAl to the 50% nAl / 50% µAl mixture). A slight decrease in Isp
is observed with the substitution of micron aluminum for nanometer aluminum, suggesting
incomplete micron aluminum particle combustion. Visually, this has been evident from the
motor exhaust plumes, which are much brighter and often contain particle streaks compared to
the plumes from grains without any micron particles. Even so, the performance is not hindered
by the presence of the micron aluminum.
Table 7.1. Summary of frozen bimodal nano/micron aluminum ALICE propellants.
Parameter
Equivalence ratio (Φ)

0.71

0.943 0.943

0.943

80 nm Novacentrix Al [%]

100

100

75

50

2 µm Valimet Al [%]

0

0

25

50

Active aluminum content [%]

74.5

74.5

79.6

84.8

Peak Thrust [N]

133

115

91

66

C*, avg [m/s]

582

670

675

881

ηC*,avg [%]

48

56

55

70

Itot [N-s]

19

29

26

26

Isp, avg [s]

56

96

90

89

ηIsp, avg [%]

27

43

39

38

Average mass remaining [%]

20.7

34.5

36.2

42

ηIsp,avg [%] AP/HTPB (Isp,theor = 240 s)

87

87

87

87

ηC*,avg [%] AP/HTPB (C*theor = 1466 m/s)

57

57

57

57

Note: C*,avg is calculated using the average nozzle throat diameter.
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From the motor results presented Table 7.1, lower peak pressures and peak thrusts are
observed for compositions containing micron aluminum particles; however, the burning
durations are longer resulting in larger total impulses. The higher equivalence ratio had a much
more dramatic effect on increasing C* and Isp efficiencies than the substitution of micron
aluminum for nanometer aluminum. The combustion efficiency was shown to increase from
approximately 72 to 80% by substituting micron for nanometer aluminum (using the constant
volume chamber). The C* efficiencies in the motor ultimately increased from 48 to 56% by
increasing the equivalence ratio, with an additional increase to 70% by substituting micron
aluminum. The percentage of condensed phase products retained in the motor was observed to
increase with an increasing mass fraction of micron aluminum particles in the fuel blend.
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Chapter 8
Propellant Compositions Containing Other Additives
8.1 Additives to the ALICE Formulation

The hydrogen yield from a mixture of unpassivated Al and water is approximately 5.6 %
on a mass basis. However, due to the natural passivating oxide layer coating the particles, for
80nm Al and water, the hydrogen yield is much lower, (approximately 4.8% by mass).
Minimizing the initial mass of aluminum oxide, and thus increasing the gravimetric yield of
hydrogen by replacing portions of the nanometer Al with micron Al was discussed in Chapter 7.
A second method to increase the performance of the baseline ALICE composition may be to
introduce other ingredients rich in hydrogen [98-101].
In this chapter, addition of energetic additives, including ammonia borane (AB,
BH3NH3), hydrogen peroxide (HP, H2O2), and aluminum hydride (Alane, AlH3), to the baseline
nAl-ice formulation is studied using the same test methods previously described in other
chapters. Preliminary motor test results for several of these compositions are presented in
Appendix A. Table 8.1 provides physical properties for the additional ingredients.
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Property Data

Table 8.1. Property data for energetic additives.
Ammonia Borane Hydrogen Peroxide Aluminum Hydride

Chemical Formula

BH3NH3

H2O2

AlH3

MW [g/gmol]

30.864

34.015

30.005

Density [g/cm3]

0.742

1.4633/1.644[102]

1.43

Hydrogen Yield

19.59

5.93

10.08

State

Solid

Liquid/Solid

Solid

Enthalpy of

-42.54

-44.88/-47.867

-2.73, -2.37[104]

[wt%]

(hfusion = 2.987)[103]

Formation
[kcal/mol]
Melting Temperature 112 to 114[105]

-0.41

660 (Al)

N/A

150.2

2467 (Al)

< 112[106]

N/A

60 to 900 (heating rate

[°C]
Boiling Temperature
[°C]
Decomposition

dependent) [107, 108]

Temperature [°C]
Solubility in H2O,

25.1[109]

Miscible[110]

Insoluble

T=298K [wt%]
Unless noted, all thermodynamic property data was obtained from reference [21].
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ALICE Compositions Containing Ammonia Borane

Amine-borane complexes, borohydrides, metal amides and nitrides (nitrogen based
compounds) and metal hydrides have been or are currently being studied as means of solid
hydrogen storage [111].

Shafirovich et al. have suggested sodium borohydride (NaBH4)

combined with aluminum and water as a potential hydrogen source [100, 101]. Experimental
analysis showed that the compositions, once ignited, would self-propagate evolving high
temperature molecular hydrogen as a product [100, 101].

Diwan et al. conducted similar

experiments using AB, rather than sodium borohydride [112]. In all cases, the compositions
were gelled by introducing a small amount (3wt%) of polyacrylamide into the mixture [100, 101,
112].

Diwan et al. reacted samples of gelled Al/H2O/AB (with the aluminum and water

combined in stoichiometric proportion) in a constant volume cell [112]. Ignition was achieved
using a heated nichrome wire. The cell was purged with argon prior to igniting the sample and
the initial pressure was atmospheric. After combustion, the chamber pressure was increased (up
to approximately 1.8 atm) due to the evolution of gaseous products, which were sampled using a
mass spectrometer [112]. The measured hydrogen yield was ~ 7.7% by mass [112].
Ammonia borane (AB) is an amine-borane (H3N-BH3) complex, containing
approximately 19.6 wt% hydrogen by mass, and is soluble in water up to approximately 25wt%
under ambient conditions [109]. Furthermore, the dehydrogenation of AB is exothermic (Figure
8.1), where upon melting (~ 113°C) AB decomposes, producing bulk molecular hydrogen among
other hydrogen containing species (hence the mass loss is greater than hydrogen fraction of the
sample), with a corresponding exothermic heat flow exhibited in the DSC profile [113].
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Figure 8.1. TGA/DSC Decomposition of ammonia borane under 20°C/min heating rate in inert
argon environment, obtained from reference [113].
Recently, hybrid rocket experiments were conducted by Weismiller et al. where AB was
introduced as an energetic additive to paraffin fuel [114]. In this system, the paraffin, which has
a slightly lower melting temperature than AB, served as both a fuel and binder and gaseous
oxygen was used as the oxidizer.

The results (both theoretical and experimental) show

increasing the AB mass fraction of the solid fuel resulted in higher specific impulse. Figure 8.2,
provides a comparison of the volumetric and gravimetric hydrogen density for various hydrides.
These are defined by the mass of H2 produced relative to either the storage volume or mass,
respectively [98]. In the figure, AB is shown to have both a large volumetric and gravimetric
hydrogen density, considerably greater than the hydrogen yield from the aluminum/water
reaction.
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Figure 8.2. Volumetric and gravimetric hydrogen density of various hydrides, and other
hydrogen containing species, obtained from reference [98] which was originally obtained from
references [115-117].

8.2 Combustion Equilibrium Analysis

A theoretical analysis of ALICE propellants containing AB as an energetic additive was
conducted to determine formulations of interest. Previous results indicated performance of
ALICE compositions containing only frozen water and aluminum increased with decreasing
equivalence ratio, but quickly the adiabatic flame temperature was reduced, until two-phase
molten and solid aluminum oxide existed in the chamber. Once this two-phase condition was
reached, the flame temperature was limited by the enthalpy of fusion of Al2O3. A similar effect
is exhibited in Figure 8.3 a and b, where temperature decreases with increasing AB content, until
limited by the enthalpy of fusion of Al2O3 (~2327 K, or 2054°C [21]). Specifically for these
compositions, where the additional hydrogen is supplied by thermal decomposition of AB, it is
advantageous to decrease the H2O/Al ratio back to stoichiometric to take full advantage of the
higher density and adiabatic flame temperature associated with the removal of diluent water.
This increase in flame temperature permits a larger mass fraction of AB to be added before the
temperature plateau.

Furthermore, the reduction in water increases the baseline propellant

density, permitting larger quantities of AB to be introduced before the propellant density
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becomes significantly affected. The specific impulse (Figure 8.3b) varies minimally with respect
to the variation in equivalence ratio, and at approximately 17wt% AB the curves cross over each
other. The weight percent reported in Figure 8.3 is calculated using Eq. 15.

wt % AB =
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Figure 8.3. Adiabatic flame temperature and characteristic velocity (a), and specific impulse (b)
for ALICE compositions containing various amounts of AB, calculated using CEA [94].

8.3 Propellant Manufacture

The AB used in this study was obtained from Sigma Aldrich, having a reported purity of
97%. Similar to ALICE propellant manufacturing, the fuel, oxidizer, and additive (nAl, H2O,
and AB) were individually weighed in separate containers. To promote a more homogenized
composition, the AB was then dissolved in deionized water using a sonicator horn prior to
combining with the aluminum. The mixtures, which did not appear to differ significantly in
consistency from the similar baseline ALICE composition were then packed into strands or
phenolic motor casings using the methods described in previous chapters and frozen in an
explosion proof freezer.
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8.4 Constant Pressure Strand Burner

Strand tests were conducted using the same system and methods previously described in
Chapter 5. Constant pressure, varied composition tests were conducted at approximately 3.55
MPa (515 psia) using inert argon pressurant. For these tests the AB fraction was varied up to ~
31% of the AB - H2O mass, and is defined using Eq. 15. The concentration of AB was pushed
beyond the solubility limit to determine the effect, if any. The results in Figure 8.4 show burning
rates increase with increasing AB weight percent, reaching a peak at approximately 3 cm/s

Linear Burning Rate [cm/s]

corresponding to 18.8 wt% AB.
5
Pressure ~ 3.55 MPa (515 psia)
4
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Figure 8.4. Linear burning rates for ALICE propellants containing varied amounts of AB as an
energetic additive under constant pressure conditions.
Further increase in AB weight percent beyond this point only served to decrease the
linear burning rate. To insure the increase in burning rate was not an artifact of the decreasing
propellant density, the mass burning rates and measured densities are provided in Figure 8.5.
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Figure 8.5. Constant pressure mass burning rates and measured propellant density as a function
of varied AB weight percent.
Figure 8.6 provides a comparison of baseline ALICE (Φ=0.943) and an ALICE
formulation containing approximately 17wt% AB (based on the masses of AB and H2O). As
expected the linear burning rate is increased from the baseline composition over the range of
pressures tested. This increase in burning rate is virtually constant, as the slopes of both
compositions are very similar. One data point was tested under fuel lean conditions (Φ=0.71),
yielding a faster linear burning rate than stoichiometric case, however the measured density is
reduced by approximately 7% and based on the CEA results presented in Figure 8.3, the
adiabatic flame temperature would be further reduced from the Φ=0.943, and therefore either at
or below the phase transition temperature.
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Figure 8.6. Varied pressure, constant composition linear burning rate comparison of ALICE
baseline and ALICE compositions containing AB.
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ALICE Compositions Containing Hydrogen Peroxide

Hydrogen peroxide (HP) has been used as a monopropellant [1], and an oxidizer in
bipropellant [110], hybrid [118], and even cryogenic solid propellants [92, 93].

The

decomposition of H2O2 is exothermic yielding water and molecular oxygen as products [1], and
compared to hydrazine (N2H4), HP has a more favorable liquid temperature range, higher density
[21], and green products of combustion. To achieve high performance, however, high purity
peroxide is required (Sutton suggests rocket grade contains between 70 and 99% HP [1]).
Storage and use of hydrogen peroxide require that the flow control system and containment
volume be perfectly clean to prevent or inhibit slow self-decomposition [1]. Furthermore,
impurities in the system can lead to fast-decomposition and result in an explosion [1].
In Chapter 6 the effects of decreasing equivalence ratio on the performance of frozen
aluminum and ice based solid propellants was studied. The theoretical performance benefits of
an increasingly fuel lean composition included higher specific impulse and reduced volume
fraction of condensed phase products, which in turn reduces the effects of two-phase flow in the
nozzle. Initially for motor tests using end burning grains, low pressures and ignition difficulties
often led to clogged nozzles. The reduced equivalence ratio increased the volume fraction of
water vapor in the product species, which diluted the condensed phase oxide and prohibited
clogging. Based on the equilibrium results however, reducing the equivalence ratio caused a
rapid drop in the adiabatic flame temperature, forming solid aluminum oxide in the combustion
chamber.

Shifting the grain from an end-burning to a progressive center-perforated

configuration resulted in better performance and eliminated clogging.

Further increase in

performance (C* and Isp efficiencies) was obtained by increasing the equivalence ratio back
towards stoichiometric. With the center-perforated grain configuration, nozzle clogging was no
longer an issue, however, removal of the additional water caused the volume fraction of the
condensed phase to increase.

Hydrogen peroxide was considered as a potential energetic

additive to the ALICE baseline propellant composition, because the products of decomposition
would simultaneously reduce the volume fraction of the condensed phase product species, and
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boost the adiabatic flame temperature, while maintaining the green nature of the propellant.
Franson et al. suggest the Al/H2O2 reaction could yield a specific impulse as high as 327s [13].
Figure 8.7 provides reported freezing temperatures for H2O2/H2O mixtures [119].
Addition of hydrogen peroxide to water forms a eutectic mixture, resulting in freezing point
depression with the eutectic occurring at approximately 60wt% H2O2.
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Figure 8.7. Measured freezing temperatures for H2O2/H2O compositions, obtained from
reference [119].

8.6 Combustion Equilibrium Calculations

Equilibrium calculations were conducted for stoichiometric aluminum and ice
compositions, with hydrogen peroxide introduced as an energetic additive. The active aluminum
content was varied to simulate small nano-particles where the surface area to volume ratio is so
large the oxide can consume nearly half of the total particle mass, to large micron particles where
the oxide fraction is virtually negligible. These calculations would also be representative of
bimodal nano/micron systems, as discussed in Chapter 7.

Figure 8.8 provides calculated

adiabatic flame temperatures for varied active aluminum content and hydrogen peroxide
addition. The hydrogen peroxide weight percent is defined in Eq. 16.
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wt %H2O2 =

(m
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Figure 8.8. Adiabatic flame temperature for frozen Al/H2O/H2O2 compositions having varied
active aluminum and hydrogen peroxide content, with the aluminum and water held in
stoichiometric proportion, calculated using CEA [94].
The temperature chosen for the equilibrium calculations was 215K, to insure all
compositions were solidly frozen. The enthalpy of formation of solid H2O2 was calculated using
the enthalpy of formation of liquid H2O2 and the enthalpy of fusion provided in Table 8.1. The
specific impulse for stoichiometric Al/H2O compositions containing hydrogen peroxide as an
energetic additive are provided in Figure 8.9. The specific impulse is shown to increase with
increasing active aluminum content and hydrogen peroxide addition, due to simultaneous
decreasing product molecular weight and increasing adiabatic flame temperature.
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Figure 8.9. Specific impulse for frozen Al/H2O/H2O2 compositions with varied active aluminum
and hydrogen peroxide content, with the aluminum and water held in stoichiometric proportion,
calculated using CEA [94].

8.8 Propellant Manufacture

Propellant compositions containing aluminum, water and hydrogen peroxide were
manufactured using similar techniques as the ALICE baseline formulations. Stabilized 50wt%
HP solution (obtained from Sigma Aldrich) was diluted using deionized water to a specific
concentration prior to combining with the nanometer aluminum. The mass of the active fuel
component was balanced with the water mass contained in the H2O2/H2O mixture, hence the
hydrogen peroxide was considered as an energetic additive. Mixture consistency was therefore
varied as a function of hydrogen peroxide weight percent and particle size, becoming more
fluidic with increasing amounts of hydrogen peroxide. The resulting propellant was packed,
vibrated, or flowed into quartz glass strands and stored in an explosion proof freezer until
required for testing.
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8.9 Constant Pressure Strand Tests

Strand tests were conducted for formulations having varied amounts of hydrogen
peroxide added to the baseline formulation established in Chapter 6. In these mixtures, the
equivalence ratio (approximately 0.71) was maintained between the aluminum and water, and
therefore the total mixture oxidizer to fuel ratio increases as more peroxide is added. Burning
rates for compositions having 5 and 10 percent by mass hydrogen peroxide added to the baseline
ALICE composition are provided in Figure 8.10. At low pressures, propellants containing
hydrogen peroxide yield burning rates and trends similar to the baseline. High pressure tests
yielded an interesting transition in the combustion process (observed for compositions containing
10 and 20 percent HP).

Many strand tests were conducted under these higher pressure

conditions; however in most cases, the observed combustion process was unsteady, with the
flame propagating down the sidewall of the strand tube and then curling back under a portion of
the propellant.

Additionally, a standard Sony video camera was used to capture the burning

process, and therefore much of the detail was not observed. Further study would benefit from
high speed cinematography.
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Figure 8.10. Linear burning rates for nAl/H2O/H2O2 compositions having varied weight percent
H2O2 addition to the baseline formulation, under varied pressure conditions.
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The observations described above are analogous to those reported by Sabourin et al., who
studied similar non-frozen mixtures consisting of 38 nm aluminum, water, and hydrogen
peroxide [82]. They report that the combustion process observed for mixtures containing high
concentrations of hydrogen peroxide (greater than 32% by mass) transitioned while burning,
causing the strand to fragment [82]. Images presented in their published work clearly depict a
flat, steady combustion front propagating through the reactive mixture, which, midway though
the sample abruptly curls around and consumes a portion of propellant from all sides. This same
phenomenon was observed in the current study as well. Similar to their study, the adiabatic
flame temperatures (obtained from the equilibrium results presented in Figure 8.8) for the current
compositions are well below the vaporization temperature of aluminum (a plot of which was
provided in Chapter 6, Figure 6.5), suggesting that combustion should proceed via heterogeneous
processes for all compositions considered, over the range of pressures tested.

Sabourin et al.

suggest that there may be a catalyzing effect due to the aluminum oxide present on the surface of
the aluminum particles combined in the H2O/H2O2 mixture, accelerating the decomposition of
the hydrogen peroxide [82].

Interestingly, burning rates were shown to plateau above

approximately 5 MPa, even when the oxidizer consisted of 25% hydrogen peroxide by mass
[82]. The significant differences between the published work and the current study include
variation in particle size, equivalence ratio and physical state of the grain, all of which may affect
the combustion process. Further investigation of these compositions is warranted. Preliminary
motor tests were conducted as well, and a brief description is provided in Appendix A.
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ALICE Compositions Containing Aluminum Hydride

In Chapter 7, the effects of micron particle substitution for nanometer aluminum on the
baseline propellant compositions were studied, using two equivalence ratios (0.71 and 0.943).
The loading of micron-sized particles ranged from 0 to 80% of the aluminum particle mass for 2
and 5 micron particles, and up to 50% for the larger (10 and 20 micron) particles. The linear
burning rate was not noticeably affected until the micron particle substitution exceeded a certain
percentage of the active fuel mass, at which point the burning rate decreased. The fraction of
micron particles which began to reduce the burning rate decreased with increasing particle size,
however, the mixtures always remained ignitable with sustained flame propagation, regardless of
the loading fraction of micron-sized particles.
In this chapter, 20 micron alane was substituted for 20 micron aluminum particles and the
subsequent effect on the baseline ALICE propellant, including the combustion process and the
effect of hydrogen generation was investigated. Alane was of interest as a fuel substitute due to
the high hydrogen content (theoretically 10.1 percent by mass), and has been included in other
energetic materials for the same reason [107, 120-126]. Many phases of alane exist, however αAlH3 is reportedly the most stable [122, 127, 128], even when stored under ambient conditions
for lengthy periods of time [104]. Sandrock et al. have reported dehydrogenation temperatures
as low as 60°C and Young et al. have observed the same process occurring at temperatures in
excess of 900°C, all dependent on the heating rate of the sample [107, 108]. In the same study,
[108] the alane particles ignited at temperatures well below the melting temperature of aluminum
oxide. Bazyn et al. suggest that micron sized aluminum and alane should react in a similar
fashion following dehydrogenation [129]. Finally, DeLuca et al. report increased combustion
velocities for composite solid propellants containing alane as opposed to aluminum [130], and a
similar investigation yielded improved regression rates [126].
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8.11 Combustion Equilibrium Analysis

In order to determine the effects of micron-sized alane as an additive to the baseline
formulation shown in Chapter 6 and to identify propellant compositions of interest, combustion
equilibrium results were obtained from reference [131]. The calculations were performed using
a pressure of 7 MPa (1015 psia). The micron particles were considered to contain 100 percent
active fuel, and the nanometer aluminum had an active aluminum content of 74.5 percent by
mass. The effects of equivalence ratio are provided in Figure 8.11 for compositions containing
20 weight percent 20 micron aluminum and alane.
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Figure 8.11. Effect of equivalence ratio on the adiabatic flame temperature and specific impulse
for baseline ALICE and compositions containing 20wt% 20 micron aluminum and alane,
obtained from [131].
From the results presented in Figure 8.12, it is evident that a substitution of alane for
nanometer aluminum provides both an increase in the specific impulse and a simultaneous
decrease in flame temperature, with respect to both the baseline composition. The adiabatic
flame temperatures are shown to peak under stoichiometric conditions, while the specific
impulse is shown initially to increase, then decrease, as the equivalence ratio is decreased from
unity. Figure 8.12 (also obtained from reference [131]) provides adiabatic flame temperatures,
specific impulse and product mole fractions for compositions having an equivalence ratio of
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0.943, with varied amounts of micron aluminum or alane added to the baseline formulation.
From Figure 8.12a the adiabatic flame temperature and specific impulse are shown to increase
with increasing micron aluminum particle substitution (as previously discussed in chapter 7) due
to decreasing amount of aluminum oxide in the reactants (observed in Figure 8.12b). When
alane is substituted for the nanometer aluminum, the temperature is shown to decrease, while the
specific impulse is simultaneously increased. This result is due to both decreasing the initial
amount of alumina in the reactants as well as introducing the hydrogen rich alane into the
mixture.
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Figure 8.12. Effect of micron aluminum or alane substitution for nanometer aluminum on the
adiabatic flame temperature, specific impulse, and equilibrium product species, obtained from
reference [131].

8.12 Propellant Manufacture

Propellant compositions containing alane were manufactured using the same techniques
and methods used in Chapter 7 to manufacture bimodal nano/micron compositions, using the
acoustic mixer to premix solid fuel particles, before combining with oxidizer and mixing by
hand. The alane particles were assumed to contain 100% active aluminum, as the particles are
theoretically absent of any oxide. The propellant was filled into the standard quartz sample tubes
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and then frozen in an explosion proof freezer. Measured densities were shown to decrease as
micron aluminum or alane was substituted for the nanometer aluminum (based on the active
aluminum mass) in the propellant mixture.
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Figure 8.13. Measured packing densities for propellant mixtures containing micron sized
aluminum or alane particles substituted for nanometer aluminum.

Thermal Analysis of Alane Particles
Samples of alane were studied using thermogravimetric analysis and differential scanning
calorimetry to determine the hydrogen content and onset dehydrogenation temperature. The
results presented in Figure 8.14 yield two endotherms in the DSC profile, with the first occurring
near 150oC and corresponding with the dehydrogenation of the alane sample, and the second at
approximately 660oC which indicated the melting of the remaining aluminum.

The low

temperature dehydrogenation of the sample is consistent with published results [107, 120, 121].
During the dehydrogenation event, the TGA recorded a loss of 9.6 percent by mass, which
corresponds with the theoretical 10.1 percent hydrogen contained in the alane sample. A similar
analysis conducted after approximately 1 year of storage (under ambient conditions) yielded an
equivalent mass loss.
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Figure 8.14. TGA and DSC results of neat alane in an argon (with trace amounts of oxygen)
atmosphere [131].

8.13 Constant Pressure Strand Tests

Constant pressure strand tests were conducted for samples having varied amounts of
alane substituted for nanometer material. Figure 8.15 shows the linear burning rate of the
compositions as a function of additive weight percent at a nominal pressure of 7 MPa (1015
psia). As a means of comparison, mixtures consisting of nano and micron-sized Al, previously
shown in Chapter 7 are provided. The mixtures containing bimodal nano/micron aluminum
exhibit a constant burning rate (approximately 2.8 cm/s) over the range of conditions tested. In
contrast, alane substitution caused the burning rate to decrease from 2.6 to 1 cm/s as the amount
of alane increased. This phenomenon can be attributed to the lower flame temperature caused by
the endothermic decomposition of alane.
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Figure 8.15. Effect of additive weight percentage on linear burning rate at a nominal pressure of
7 MPa.
The effect of pressure on the burning rate is given in Figure 8.16a and b. For all the cases
tested, the burning rate increases with increasing pressure. However, the alane particles are
shown to reduce the burning rate, while 20 µm Al compositions (with the same weight
percentages) are similar to the 80-nm baseline, achieving a slightly faster burning rate for the
highest pressure. Although ignition of the mixture with 75% 80-nm Al and 25% alane was
achieved at 3.55 MPa (515 psia), the burning rate could not be attained due to the diminished
luminosity of the combustion front. The low luminosity is another indication of decreasing
reaction temperatures with alane addition. The respective coefficients and pressure exponents
are provided for each composition in Figure 8.16a and b.
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Figure 8.16. Comparison of linear regression rate results for mixtures containing: (a) alane and
(b) 20-µm Al.

8.14 Constant Volume Combustion Efficiency

Constant volume efficiency tests were conducted by varying the additive weight
percentage at a nominal pressure of 7 MPa (Figure 8.17). The average chemical efficiency for
the baseline propellant, shown in Chapter 6, was approximately 72%. The bimodal propellant
compositions with either alane or micron-sized Al showed a slight increase in chemical
efficiency compared to the baseline results. The results, however, remained approximately
constant with increasing additive substitution. Efficiencies for the 80-nm and 20-µm Al cases
appear to be slightly higher than those with similar compositions containing alane particles. In
the constant volume experiments, the pressure increase (ΔP) during reaction for alane-loaded
mixtures decreased from 5.5 to 4 MPa with increasing particle addition, while the pressure
generated by the micron-sized Al composition were approximately constant (5.3-5.5 MPa).
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Figure 8.17. Chemical efficiencies of various mixtures at an initial pressure of 7 MPa.
Figure 8.18 shows the chemical efficiency for various initial pressures using the same
mixture formulations as those in the strand burner experiments. The efficiencies for the baseline
bimodal nano/micron combustion were shown in Chapters 6 and 7 to slightly increase, following
the same trend, over the range of pressures tested. The 15% and 25% alane compositions,
increased from 60% and 32% respectively to approximately 80% at the highest pressure.
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Figure 8.18. Chemical efficiencies for various mixtures and different initial pressures.
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Chapter 9
Summary and Conclusions
Nanometer sized aluminum particles and liquid water were successfully manufactured
into frozen solid propellants. Once baseline formulations were established, the compositions
were varied by introducing other energetic additives. The theoretical hydrogen yield from the
aluminum/water reaction is approximately 5.6% by mass, with the remainder being comprised of
condensed phase aluminum oxide. In these compositions, shifting the stoichiometry to fuel lean
conditions was shown to slightly increase the performance, due to the additional water in the
products, which reduced the overall product molecular weight. The adiabatic flame temperature
for these compositions was shown to peak at the stoichiometric equivalence ratio, and drop off as
the equivalence ratio was either increased or decreased from unity.
Two equivalence ratios (0.71 and 0.943), both fuel lean, were chosen, based on
theoretical performance. Aluminum particles having a nominal diameter of 80 nm were chosen
as the baseline fuel component, although tests were also conducted using 50 nm diameter Al
particles. These particles were generally hand mixed with de-ionized water forming propellant
compositions of varied consistency. Passivation was required for the 80nm Al, as there was a
potential for a slow oxidizing reaction to occur once combined with water, which slightly
reduced the active aluminum content of the particles.
Manufactured propellants were filled into quartz strands and phenolic tubes, and solidly
frozen, forming a solid propellant grain. Constant pressure strand tests were conducted using the
quartz filled samples, which were pressurized in an inert argon environment and ignited with a
small amount of double-base propellant threaded onto a nichrome wire. The burning process
was recorded and reduced into a pressure/composition specific burning rate. Similarly, grains
were manufactured and tested in a series of scaled static fired rocket motors. Both end-burning
and center-perforated grain configurations were studied.

End-burning motor tests yielded

ignition difficulties and slow burning rates at low pressures for the ALICE mixtures as the grains
reacted as hydrogen generators and expelled virtually none of the oxide. End-burning test results
suggested elevated pressures are preferred for improved combustion. For this reason, center-
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perforated grains were manufactured, where the progressive burn area results in shorter burn
times and high pressure combustion. Initially, compositions having an equivalence ratio of 0.71
were tested in both configurations, despite having a considerably lower adiabatic flame
temperature than the stoichiometric equivalent, as the additional water acted as a diluent to the
condensed phase products which prevented nozzle clogging. The equivalence ratio was then
increased to 0.943, and motor tests were conducted successfully using this composition as well.
The overall performance was shown to increase with increasing motor size and equivalence ratio,
although appreciable losses may still exist in the largest motor. In 2009, a successful rocket
launch was conducted using aluminum and ice solid propellant [132].
Variations in fuel composition were studied, substituting micron aluminum particles for
nano material, increasing the overall active aluminum content of the fuel. Theoretically, this
yields a higher adiabatic flame temperature, which in turn boosts performance.

The solid

propellants maintained the same equivalence ratios as the baseline ALICE compositions, and
were tested using the same methods. The propellant mixtures became much more fluidic as
micron aluminum comprised an increasing fraction of the overall fuel mass. This is attributed to
the simultaneous reduction in specific surface area. Constant pressure burning rate results, in
which the composition was varied, suggest as micron particle size increases the mass fraction of
micron particles that begin to affect the burning rate decreases. For several compositions tested
under varied pressure conditions, the pressure exponent was shown to increase, and as larger
particles were substituted, and ignition became more difficult at lower pressures, suggesting that
bimodal compositions would benefit from higher pressure combustion.

Center-perforated

bimodal solid propellant compositions tested in a static fired rocket motor, showed reduced
pressure/thrust and longer burn times. These trends are consistent with the slower linear burning
rates of formulations containing micron aluminum. The C* efficiency for these compositions
however, was shown to increase with micron particle addition. The Isp and Isp efficiencies are
nearly independent of the replacement of nanometer aluminum with micron sized particles. The
slight decrease in specific impulse resulting from substitution of micron aluminum suggests the
micron particles are not completely reacted, and a longer post-combustion chamber may be
required.
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Ammonia borane was studied as an energetic additive to the baseline ALICE propellant
composition to increase the hydrogen volume fraction in the products. Thermal decomposition
of the AB was initiated by reacting the aluminum and water. Constant pressure strand tests with
varied composition showed burning rates increased with increasing AB concentration, peaking at
approximately 18.8 wt%. Burning rates were shown to decrease for compositions containing
additional amounts of AB. Varied pressure constant composition burning rates were consistently
faster than the baseline formulation, having a similar increasing trend with increasing pressure
and a slightly reduced pressure exponent (0.347 compared to 0.405).
Hydrogen peroxide was also considered as an energetic additive to the baseline
formulation. As a monopropellant, the inclusion of water reduces the overall performance by
reducing the decomposition temperature, however, addition to the baseline ALICE propellant
formulation was shown (theoretically) to increase the adiabatic flame temperature and the
specific impulse over the baseline composition. Constant pressure strand tests were conducted
for propellants containing HP and burning rates were obtained up to approximately 7 MPa. At
higher pressures the combustion process transitioned to an unsteady mode with the combustion
front propagating down the sidewall of the strand tube and then curling back under a portion of
the propellant. Further investigation is warranted to explain this phenomenon.
Substitution of micron aluminum hydride for micron aluminum was shown to increase
performance (in small quantities), as the hydrogen yield (theoretically 10.1 wt% by mass)
reduces the molecular weight of the combustion products. Theoretical results suggest that small
quantities of alane introduced to the baseline formulation can simultaneously reduce the
adiabatic flame temperature and boost the specific impulse by 5 and 10% respectively.
Furthermore, the presence of alane produces more hydrogen in the products, reducing the mole
fraction of aluminum oxide.

Propellant compositions containing alane were successfully

manufactured using the same techniques and methods as the bimodal nano/micron Al
compositions. Constant pressure strand tests showed burning rates decreased with increasing
alane substitution. Similarly, varied pressure strand experiments also showed decreasing burning
rates with increasing alane substitution. This phenomenon can be attributed to the lower flame
temperature resulting from the addition of alane. The trends with respect to increasing pressure
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follow the ALICE baseline well. Despite the decreased burning rate under constant pressure
conditions, the conversion efficiency was approximately constant and very similar to bimodal
compositions, having the same mass fractions of substituted Al or alane particles, and slightly
better conversion efficiency than the baseline ALICE composition. The chemical efficiency was
shown to increase as pressure increased from 3.5 to 7 MPa from approximately 32%, reaching a
plateau around 80%.
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Chapter 10
Recommendations and Future Work
Throughout the development and testing of aluminum and ice based solid propellants,
formulations containing micron aluminum and aluminum hydride particles, ammonia borane,
and hydrogen peroxide were studied. Of these, the following recommendations are made.

10.1 Propellant Recommendations

1. Investigate particle coatings which may reduce the need for passivation.
2. Study new “green” energetic additives to the baseline formulation as a means of
increasing the propulsive performance potential, and the overall hydrogen yield.

10.2 Experiment Recommendations

1. Examine the effect of post combustion chamber length (ie. residence time) on the
propulsive performance of ALICE and ALICE based solid propellants, especially
those containing micron sized particles.
2. Conduct thermophoretic particle sampling measurements from the combustion
chamber and plume during rocket motor tests, as TEM analysis may provide
information about formation of agglomerates, average agglomerate size, and
motor combustion efficiency. These tests may be conducted simultaneously with
recommendation (1), to aid in characterizing the effects.
3. Perform TGA/DSC analysis on products remaining in motor combustion chamber
post-firing.

This also may provide information about the motor combustion

efficiency.
4. Conduct motor firings using these and other propellant formulations in a 2-D
windowed slab motor to visually observe and record the combustion process.
Optical pyrometry techniques should be used to estimate the combustion
temperature both in the chamber and in the plume.
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5. Construct one larger scaled (15.24 cm, 6 in. diameter) static fired, sled mounted,
rocket motor of the same design to facilitate further investigation of scaling
effects.
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Appendix A
Additional Motor Studies and Preliminary Results
End-Burning ALICE Propellant Containing Ammonia Borane
Only 1 motor test was conducted using AB as an energetic additive. The grain was
manufactured in an end-burning configuration.

Ignition was achieved using the NC/black

powder/ASRM ignition method discussed previously. The test was conducted in the 3.81 cm
(1.5 in.) motor, however, the grain length was reduced from the standard 7.62 cm (3 in.) to 3.81
cm to conserve AB. Thrust was not obtained. The pressure profile (Figure A.1) suggests the
ASRM extinguished before the grain sufficiently ignited and the resulting burn lasted for
approximately 6s, at low pressure. A significantly reduced nozzle throat area and increased
equivalence ratio would have yielded higher chamber pressures and temperatures, and ultimately
better performance.

The green plume shown resulted from chemiluminescence of boron

containing species in the products.
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Figure A.1. Pressure profile and plume image from an end-burning nAl/H2O/AB propellant
composition.
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End-Burning ALICE Propellants Containing Hydrogen Peroxide
Motor tests were conducted using propellants manufactured from 50 and 80nm Al
particles, deionized water, and varied amounts of hydrogen peroxide. Initially, 20wt% HP
compositions were used, however, compositions were quickly reduced to 10wt%, because slight
variation in igniter and nozzle sizing using higher concentrations of HP generally resulted in
either under or over driving the propellant.
Initially, static fired motor tests were conducted with end-burning propellant grains,
similar to the baseline tests discussed in Chapter 6, using the 3.81 cm (1.5 in.) motor. These
compositions ignited much more readily than the baseline propellant, however, determining the
proper amount of ASRM was an iterative process. If too much igniter propellant was used, grain
ignition would send the remaining ASRM into the converging section of the nozzle, resulting in
momentary clogging, which caused the combustion chamber pressure to rapidly increase, and
generally ended with the rupture of the pressure relief disk. If too little ASRM were used, the
grain may or may not fully ignite, and if chamber pressures were not sufficient to choke the
nozzle throat, the system would slowly react, generating hydrogen and steam until the reactants
were consumed. The go/no-go ignition requirements seemed to become much more sensitive
with the addition of HP to the propellant formulation. Better success was achieved using the
50nm Al particles rather than the 80nm Al, despite the increased reactivity of the smaller
particles. The results from an end-burning firing using 80 nm Al and 10 percent HP are
presented in Figure A.2.
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Figure A.2. Motor test for a frozen 80 nm Al/H2O/10wt% H2O2 propellant composition, having
an end-burning grain configuration.

Center-Perforated ALICE Propellants Containing Hydrogen Peroxide

Similar to the baseline motor tests, once successful end-burning tests had been conducted,
the grain was shifted to a center perforated configuration, where commercially available, well
characterized, ESTES hobby rocket motors/igniters were fired down the porting in the grain to
initiate combustion. These igniters provided consistent heat flux to the grain surface, and
generated sufficient chamber pressure over a range of nozzle sizes, without overdriving the
system.

Static motor results using the 1.91 cm (0.75 in.) system for several 50nm

Al/H2O/10wt% H2O2 center-perforated grains are provided in Figure A.3. The effect of ignition
delay, due to variation in nozzles, using ESTES A10-PT hobby rocket motors as igniters is
clearly evident.
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Figure A.3. Chamber pressures and corresponding thrust profiles for 50nm Al/H2O/10wt% H2O2
frozen center-perforated solid propellant compositions.
To determine the reproducibility of the data provided in Figure A.3, a repeat test was
conducted using the same test conditions (same nozzle, and igniter type) as a previous run
(provided in Figure A.4). During the test, the pressure transducer clogged, and only the recorded
thrust data were useable. However, the similarity in the thrust profiles suggests (since the nozzle
throat areas were the same and the thrust coefficients should be similar) the chamber pressures
should be similar as well.
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Appendix B
AutoCAD Drawings
1.5 Inch Diameter Motor

Figure B.1. Images of the 3.81 cm (1.5 inch) rocket motor is various stages of assembly.
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Figure B.2. AutoCAD drawing of the 3.81 cm (1.5 inch) motor combustion chamber.
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Figure B.3. AutoCAD drawing of the 3.81 cm (1.5 inch) motor chamber plug.
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Figure B.5. AutoCAD drawing of the 3.81 cm (1.5 inch) motor nozzle housing.
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Figure B.6. AutoCAD drawing of the 3.81 cm (1.5 inch) motor nozzle retainer.
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Figure B.7. AutoCAD drawing of the 3.81 cm (1.5 inch) motor nozzle housing retainer.
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Figure B.10. AutoCAD drawing of the 7.62 cm (3 inch) motor combustion chamber.
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Figure B.11. AutoCAD drawing of the 7.62 cm (3 inch) motor plug retainer.
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Figure B.12. AutoCAD drawing of the 7.62 cm (3 inch) motor plug.
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Figure B.14. AutoCAD drawing of the 7.62 cm (3 inch) motor nozzle retainer.
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Figure B.15. AutoCAD drawing of the 7.62 cm (3 inch) motor nozzle housing retainer.
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Appendix C
Standard Operating Procedures (SOP)

Constant Pressure Strand Burner Standard Operating Procedure
I.

PURPOSE
1. To provide safe setup, teardown, and operating procedures for conducting
constant pressure strand burner experiments. The procedures outlined in this SOP
are the minimum required to insure the safety of all personnel and equipment, and
provide accurate, repeatable test results.
II.
PERSONNEL
1. Only one person must be present to permit operation. The individual must be
trained, and have previously demonstrated their training by conducting strand
burning tests, while being evaluated by another qualified individual.
2. The minimum required protective equipment (PPE) shall be worn at all times
while working on or around the chamber, or while handling pre and post-fired
strands, igniters, or hazardous materials/products associated with operation and
maintenance. These PPE includes the following:
o Goggles
o Chemically resistant gloves
o Respirator (if dealing with particles)
III. PRE-FIRE TEST PREPARATION
1. Develop a test matrix outlining the sequence of strand tests to be conducted. This
should include target pressure, pressurant, propellant sample composition, igniter
type and voltage requirements, and other information which may be useful when
conducting testing.
2. Propellant samples should be manufactured and tested in a manner which
minimizes storage time (to prevent accumulation of samples) and promotes the
most efficient use of the inert gas pressurant (i.e. high pressure tests should be
conducted first). Long-term storage of propellant samples in the test cell is not
permitted.
3. Typically argon is used as the pressurant. The most efficient and convenient
means of obtaining argon is in 12 tank clusters. Four tanks may be used at a time,
permitting more efficient use of the high pressure gas.
IV. PREFIRE DAQ AND CONTROL SYSTEM SETUP PROCEDURE
1. Typically a 3000 or 5000 psig SETRA pressure transducer is used to measure
chamber pressure. The transducer is located in a side port on the pressure vessel.
Pressure data are usually recorded using an LDS Nicolet data acquisition system
(DAQ), although the LabVIEW DAQ program used to record motor firing data
works equally well, and may be used when the Nicolet is not available.
2. Plug in all AC components (including DC ignition and SETRA power supplies).
3. Remove the interlock from the control panel, opening the firing circuit.
4. Turn on computers and DC power supplies.
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V.

5. Set the DAQ recording frequency and duration.
6. Run a test data recording cycle to insure all equipment is in proper working order
(SETRA pressure transducer should read approximately 0.1 VDC or 0 psig). If
this is not the case, the SETRA may need to be recalibrated or replaced.
CONDUCTING STRAND BURNER EXPERIMENTS
1. Visually inspect windows for obvious signs of fatigue or damage (cracking,
pitting, burns, and etcetera).
2. Setup the video camera, focusing through one of the optical viewing ports. If a
backlight is being used, locate the camera 180 degrees from the light source.
3. If possible, make sure the image is translated to a remote viewing screen, so the
burning process can also be observed in real time.
4. Remove the carriage from the chamber (the carriage threads into either the top or
bottom flange, depending on chamber orientation, and seals to the flange using a
compression seal).
NOTE: STEPS 5 THROUGH 8 SHOULD BE CONDUCTED PRIOR TO
BEGINNING THE TEST DAY, AND AS NEEDED BETWEEN TESTS.
5. Remove the o-ring seal from the carriage, and clean the groove and flange sealing
surface.
6. Inspect o-ring for signs of wear.
7. If the o-ring appears fine, lightly coat with silicone lubricant and return to the oring groove. Otherwise, replace the o-ring.
8. Coat the threads on the carriage flange with anti-seize lubricant.
9. Make any announcements, notify nearby personnel, and setup a safety perimeter
(chains, cones, signs, warning lights, and etcetera) around the test cell.
10. Place the sample in the carriage.
11. Place the igniter (if not bonded to the sample surface already) on top of the
sample.
12. Ignition wires pass through the top of the carriage through electrical feedthroughs.
These wires are wrapped around non-conductive rods and have alligator clips
soldered to the ends. Connect the igniter leads, clamping 1 to each clip.
13. Insure the igniter is properly seated on the propellant surface.
14. Insert and thread the carriage assembly into the chamber until the o-ring contacts
the flange surface.
15. Use a spanner wrench to further tighten the carriage. Rotate until the sample is in
full view of the optical port. Proper lubrication of the flange threads with antiseize will make this an easier process.
16. Turn on the backlight (if using)
17. Make sure the sample is clearly visible to the video camera, and the image is in
focus with the proper exposure setting.
18. Connect igniter leads to the igniter posts protruding from the carriage.
19. Start recording video (unless an external triggering method is used). It is a good
idea to say the specifics of each test into the camera, including test number,
sample type or composition, and target pressure.
20. Leave test cell and secure.
21. Insert the interlock into the control panel to complete the firing circuit. (Do not
press the fire switch until the chamber is pressurized).
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VI.

22. Open the inlet needle valve and begin pressurizing the strand burner with inert
gas. In addition to watching the chamber pressure via the DAQ, a mechanical
gauge is also incorporated into the flow control system. Both should be
continuously observed while pressurizing the vessel.
23. Once the target pressure is reached, meter the flow between the inlet and exhaust
control valves until a steady-state, steady-flow condition exists at the target
pressure.
24. Trigger the DAQ, unless an external triggering device is used.
25. Press and hold the fire switch until the sample fully ignites.
26. Watch the sample burn via the remote viewing screen (if available).
27. Once the sample is consumed close the inlet metering valve.
28. Meter the exhaust flow from the pressure vessel.
29. Once both the DAQ and the mechanical pressure gauge show the vessel is
completely exhausted, enter the cell and stop the camera recording (if not
externally controlled).
30. Turn off the backlight.
31. Remove the carriage from the pressure vessel using a spanner wrench and repeat
the entire process. A quick visual inspection of the windows is good practice,
looking for obvious signs of fatigue or damage. Removal of windows for
inspection is test dependent. Running many high-pressure tests may require more
frequent removal and inspection, while conducting mostly lower pressure tests
permits longer intervals between full inspections. If windows appear dirty or
damaged, stop testing and remove the windows for cleaning and inspection.
WINDOW AND WINDOW SEAL CHECK AND REPLACEMENT
1. Optical windows and window seals must regularly be checked to insure safe and
efficient operation of the strand burner. Standard use windows are manufactured
from 1.25 in. thick polycarbonate plastic. The following
steps should be followed to properly remove, inspect,
13
and replace strand burner windows.
10
9
o Windows should be removed starting with the
outermost bolts and working in a clockwise
6
5
direction, evenly loosening each bolt no more
than one quarter turn per pass, until all bolts may
be turned by hand.
This prevents uneven
2
1
stressing of the window. As an example, the
window flange bolt pattern is provided. The
3
proper reverse torque method would begin with
4
bolt 14 and count backwards to bolt 1.
o Once the bolts are loose, remove all of the bolts
7
8
and the flange.
o Remove the window.
11
12
o Remove the o-ring from the groove behind the
14
window.
o Inspect the o-ring for damage. Improper torquing
of the bolts may result in extrusion of the o-ring at high pressure. This
will be evident by observation, as the o-ring may be split or torn, and
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portions may be very thin and stretched. Also look for cuts or cracks
across the o-ring diameter, which may result from sharp debris in the oring groove. Even if the o-ring appears fine, generally it is a good idea to
replace it with a new one.
o Clean the entire sealing surface with degreaser.
o Rinse the polycarbonate windows with warm water and dry with a cloth
towel (to remove debris, grease, and prevent scratching).
o Visually inspect each window carefully, looking for surface defects,
cracks, burn marks, and impressions pressed into the plastic. Do not reuse
the window if any surface defects are discovered, as cracks can propagate
from the defect and result in window failure.
o Coat new o-rings well with silicone o-ring grease before seating in the
groove.
o Seat the o-ring in the o-ring groove.
o Insert the cleaned window into the recess.
o Loosely bolt on the flange (do not snug the bolts).
o Hand tighten bolts 1 and 2 until visually the window presses against the oring.
o Hand tighten the remaining bolts until each makes contact with the flange,
then slightly turn back. The only bolts contacting the flange surface
should be bolts 1 and 2.
o Using a torque wrench set to approximately 60 in-lbs (5 ft-lbs) and the
proper torque method, tighten bolts in a counter-clockwise pattern in
quarter turn increments, starting with bolt 1, until all bolts are properly
seated. Note: the bolts have been lubricated with anti-seize compound
which reduces friction. As a result, the actual torque applied is
considerably greater than 60 in-lbs. Care should be taken so bolts are not
over-torqued as window damage may result.
VII. TOP AND BOTTOM FLANGE SEAL REPLACEMENT
1. On the rare occasion either the top or bottom flanges begin to leak, the o-ring seal
between the chamber and the flange must be replaced. The following steps
should be followed to prevent flange warping and proper torquing. Note: the
flanges are very heavy and removal is cumbersome, assistance may be required
during this process to prevent personal injury or damage to the flange.
o Flange bolts should be loosened in quarter-turn increments, using a
wrench to lock the nut in place. When loosening bolts you should always
work across the flange, because this will prevent the flange from warping.
The same technique should be employed when tightening the flange bolts.
o Remove all of the bolts and carefully separate the flange from the
chamber.
o Carefully remove the o-ring and any debris from the o-ring groove.
o Clean the flange and mating chamber surface with degreaser and wipe dry.
o Coat the new o-ring with silicone lubricant and seat in the o-ring groove.
o Using two bolts located 180 degrees from each other draw the top or
bottom flange against the chamber sealing surface. Do not tighten the
bolts yet.
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o Insert all other bolts and hand tighten.
o Torque each bolt using the same pattern as before, tightening bolts in one
quarter turn increments. Torque specifications vary with bolt type, grade,
and lubrication, and should be determined as required.
VIII. PRESSURE TESTING WINDOW AND FLANGE SEALS
1. Pressure testing may be conducted using the following two methods:
o Gas pressure testing.
o Hydrostatic pressure testing.
2. Hydrostatic pressure testing requires the chamber volume to be filled will water.
This technique is typically used for new systems which are tested to the design
limits. The incompressibility of water provides a safe means for testing, without
the personal risk.
3. Gas pressure testing it typically the method used to check new seals, under
operating conditions. The following procedure outlines the steps necessary to
undertake this operation.
o Step through the DAQ AND CONTROL SYSTEM SETUP
PROCEDURES section of this SOP.
o Slowly pressurize the chamber using inert gas up to 500 psig.
o Stop the inlet flow and allow the chamber to stabilize at pressure for
several minutes, watching the SETRA pressure transducer signal for signs
of a leak.
o If the system leaks, open the exhaust valve and depressurize the chamber.
Once completely depressurized (the SETRA and mechanical gauge both
read 0 psig) enter the test cell, determine the source of the leak and make
necessary repairs.
o If no leaks are observed (ie. no pressure loss is observed) increase the
chamber pressure to 1000 psig and repeat the steady-state pressure test.
Note: at this pressure a leak resulting from an improperly seated window
will sound like a train whistle.
o Continue this process until 2000 psig is reached.
o If no leaks are discovered, slowly release the chamber pressure using the
exhaust metering valve.
o After all pressurant has been released, enter the cell and visually inspect
the windows for obvious signs of fatigue. Also recheck the torque on all
flange bolts.
o Periodically check the torque on the flange bolts, as continuous chamber
use may cause bolts to loosen over time.
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Static Fired Rocket Motor Standard Operating Procedure
I. PURPOSE
1. To provide safe setup, teardown, calibration, and experimental operating
procedures for conducting solid propellant motor tests. The procedures outlined
in this SOP are the minimum required to insure the safety of all personnel and
equipment, and provide accurate, repeatable test results.
II. PERSONNEL
1. A minimum of 2 personnel must be present to permit operation. Both personnel
must be trained, and have previously demonstrated their training by participating
in a firing evolution, while being evaluated by qualified personnel.
2. The minimum required personnel protective equipment (PPE) shall be worn at all
times while working on or around the motor, or while handling propellant,
igniters, post-fired grains, or hazardous materials associated with motor operation
and maintenance. These PPE includes the following:
o Goggles
o Chemically resistant gloves
o Respirator (if particles are produced)
o Insulated heat protection gloves (for motor disassembly after firing)
3. Following pre-fire setup, no observing personnel will be permitted in the test cell
containing the rocket motor until the firing has been conducted, the cell has been
ventilated, the firing inter lock has been removed from the control panel, and the
nozzle has been removed from the combustion chamber.
III. PRE-FIRE TEST PREPARATION
1. Develop a test matrix outlining the sequence of static motor firings to be
conducted.
This should include igniter type, grain configuration and
specifications, chamber liner, filler and nozzle dimensions, and other information
which may be useful when conducting testing.
2. Manufacture all components (nozzles, liners, inserts, and casings) in advance. All
internal components should be considered consumable, and while some may be
reusable (i.e. liners and inserts), enough should be prepared to permit replacement
as required.
3. Propellant samples should be manufactured and tested in a manner which
minimizes storage time (to prevent accumulation of samples) and transportation
between the storage container and the motor. Long-term storage of samples in the
test cell is not permitted.
4. Igniters should be prepared in accordance with the test matrix requirements.
Solder joints and continuity should be checked immediately after manufacture. If
possible, store the ignition mechanism (nichrome coil, electric match, etc.) away
from the main ignition charge. If the ignition mechanism and charge are
inseparable, after testing for continuity, the leads should be twisted together to
prevent accidental ignition, and the igniter stored in an explosion-proof container
until required.
IV. PREFIRE DAQ AND CONTROL SYSTEM SETUP PROCEDURE
7. Transport combustion system to designated firing zone.
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8. Uncoil system control and data cables to a safe firing area.
9. Connect the DAQ cable to designated DAQ computer.
10. Connect the relay module (if required) to designated control computer.
11. Plug in all AC components (including DC ignition, pressure transducer, and load
cell power supplies).
12. Insure load cell power supply is set to +12VDC before energizing output. Failure
to do so may cause damage to the signal amplification circuitry. Note: the load
cell amplifier must warm up for a minimum of 15 minutes prior to use.
13. Turn on computers and remaining DC power supplies.
14. Open the DAQ and firing control programs (if used).
15. Set the recording frequency and duration in DAQ.
16. Run a test data recording cycle to insure all equipment is in proper working order.
V. CALIBRATION PROCEDURE
2. Load cells and pressure transducer calibration must, at minimum, be checked
prior to conducting motor tests.
3. Load cell and signal amplifier check:
o If the load cell and amplifier have been previously calibrated, check the
no-load signal obtained while running the DAQ test cycle against the noload voltage previously recorded (which should read approximately 0
VDC).
o If the no-load signal matches the calibration, place a series of calibrated
weights on the load cell in order of increasing weight, covering the full
load range, and record the signal voltage. A minimum of three data points
(in addition to two no-load data points, the first being taken a minimum of
15 minutes after warm-up, and the second obtained after conducting the
calibration check) should be taken and plotted against the calibration
curve. If the new data points fall on the curve, the previous load cell
calibration is valid, and no further calibration is required.
o If the no-load signal does not match the calibration, or the calibration
check points do not fall on the curve, the system must be recalibrated.
4. Load cell and signal amplifier recalibration procedure:
o To calibrate the load cell and signal amplifier (TMO-1), the balance
potentiometer on the load cell amplifier must be adjusted so the no-load
output signal reads approximately 0 VDC.
o The load cell should carefully be loaded using a series of weights, several
pounds at a time, recording the weight and corresponding output signal
from the amplifier using the DAQ.
o Every time the load cell is unloaded, either to change weights, or upon
calibration completion, the no-load signal should be recorded. This allows
tracking of the load cell return to zero.
o Once the specified load rating for the force transducer is reached, the
recorded data should be plotted and a correlation (relating load to output
signal) may be produced. The force transducer is now calibrated and
ready for operation.
5. Pressure transducer calibration check:
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o SETRA pressure transducers have a set output signal range of 0.1 to 5.1
VDC over the specified pressure range. The scaling is linear, and
provided the signal reads approximately 0.1 VDC under ambient
conditions, the transducer does not require recalibration. This may be
determined directly from the signal recorded during the DAQ test.
VI. PRE-FIRE COMBUSTION CHAMBER SETUP PROCEDURE
1. REMOVE THE FIRING INTERLOCK FROM CONTROL PANEL AND
PLACE IN POCKET. (This provides a physical disconnect between the igniter
power supply and the igniter leads).
2. Insure all o-ring grooves are free of debris, and chamber threads are coated with a
light application of anti-seize lubricant.
3. Prepare nozzle housing assembly as follows:
INSURE ALL NECESSARY NOZZLE MEASUREMENTS ARE TAKEN AND
RECORDED BEFORE PROCEDING
o Retrieve 1 No. 118, 130, or 154 viton o-ring (for the 0.75, 1.5, or 3 in
motor respectively) and lightly coat with silicone lubricant.
o Insert and seat o-ring into grove machined into the interior sealing face of
the nozzle housing.
o Insert the prepared nozzle into nozzle housing.
o Thread the nozzle retainer into the nozzle housing with spanner holes
facing out, until the nozzle is seated against o-ring.
o Clamp the nozzle housing firmly in a vise with spanner holes facing in an
easily accessible direction.
o Use the available spanner wrench to tightly seat the nozzle and compress
the o-ring. The retainer may not be flush with the nozzle housing,
depending on the nozzle thickness.
o Remove the assembled nozzle housing from the vise.
o Retrieve 1 No. 213, 225, or 241 viton o-ring (for the 0.75, 1.5, or 3 in
motor respectively) and lightly coat with silicone lubricant.
o Seat the o-ring into the piston-seal groove machined onto nozzle housing
sealing surface.
4. Prepare intake plug
o Retrieve 1 No. 213, 225, or 241 viton o-ring (for the 0.75, 1.5, or 3 in
motor respectively) and lightly coat with silicone lubricant.
o Seat the o-ring into the piston seal groove machined into the sealing
surface.
o If the motor is setup for a center-perforated grain, the threaded port in the
center of the intake plug will contain an electrical feedthrough. If not, the
port must be sealed using an NPT plug.
5. Igniter assembly instructions for center-perforated propellant grains:
o Completely disassemble the feedthrough (if not already disassembled).
o Retrieve one igniter.
o Strip off wiring insulation, leaving enough insulated wire to allow igniter
to be properly located within the motor. Note: wires entering the sealing
gland must be bare; wires remaining within the combustion chamber must
be insulated to prevent short circuiting.
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o Secure the igniter in the igniter housing (generally machined from
graphite), feed the igniter leads through the housing and insert the
assembly into the head end of the motor. (The igniter should be facing the
nozzle end of the motor, while the leads protrude from the head end).
o Insert the proper spacers, if required, to further reduce the free volume of
the chamber. The igniter leads are fed through porting machined through
the center of the spacers. The length of the post-combustion chamber, the
propellant grain, the igniter housing, and the spacers must sum to the
empty chamber length to within several tenths of an inch.
UNDER NO CONDITIONS SHOULD ANYONE BE PERMITTED
AROUND THE NOZZLE REGION OF THE MOTOR AS PROPELLANT
IS NOW CONTAINED WITHIN THE COMBUSTION CHAMBER.
o Insert the intake plug into the combustion chamber, beyond the point
where the piston seal enters the motor. The retainer cap may be used to
press the plug into the motor. The tolerance between the plug and
chamber sealing surfaces are within several thousandths of an inch, so care
must be taken when inserting the plug, to prevent marring the sealing
surfaces. The igniter leads should pass through the empty feedthrough.
o Assemble the feedthrough. Note: Do not allow bare wires to twist
together between sealing components as this will compromise ignition.
o Twist the bear wires protruding from the feedthrough together to prevent
premature ignition due to static discharge.
6. Igniter instructions and motor preparation for end-burning propellant grains
o Igniters for end-burning grains are fixed to the exposed propellant surface
prior to inserting into the motor.
o Strip off wiring insulation, leaving enough insulated wire to allow igniter
to be properly located within the motor. Note: wires entering the
feedthrough must be bare; wires remaining within the combustion
chamber must be insulated to prevent short circuiting.
o Temporarily twist the bare lead ends together.
o The threaded center port passing through the intake plug must be sealed
with an NPT plug.
o All necessary spacers must be inserted into the head end of the chamber,
followed by the intake plug and retainer cap. This seals the head end of
the motor.
o The feedthrough must be threaded into one of the NPT ports located at the
nozzle end of the combustion chamber. The chamber is now ready to
accept an end-burning propellant grain. DO NOT INSERT GRAIN
UNTIL READY TO FIRE.
VII. FIRING PROCEDURE
1. Insure the DAQ is operational (not triggered) and if a sequencing program is
being used to fire the motor, that program must be open as well.
CHECK THAT THE FIRING INTERLOCK HAS BEEN REMOVED FROM THE
CONTROL PANEL. THE INTERLOCK SHOULD BE CARRIED BY THE
INDIVIDUAL WHO IS TASKED WITH LOADING THE MOTOR.
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2. Clamp ignition wires (wires routed from the control panel) to a volt meter to
insure there is no line voltage. Additionally, check the firing circuit continuity.
The circuit should be open, as both the firing interlock has been removed, and the
ignition switch is normally open. If either of these tests return a positive result,
do not continue until the issue has been resolved.
3. Employ all security measures necessary to prevent non-essential personnel from
entering the test cell or the area down range where the plume will be directed.
Security measures may include warning lights, chains, cones, and sirens.
Announcements should be made to inform all nearby personnel of the intention to
conduct a firing, the location of the experiment, and the estimated testing
duration.
4. For end-burning propellant grains follow the following instructions. Centerperforated grains do not require this step, as the igniter is already secured within
the combustion chamber.
o Insert the propellant grain (which has the igniter fixed to the surface) into
the combustion chamber with the igniter leads (twisted together at the end)
extending out of the nozzle end of the motor.
UNDER NO CONDITIONS SHOULD ANYONE BE PERMITTED
AROUND THE NOZZLE REGION OF THE MOTOR AS PROPELLANT
IS NOW CONTAINED WITHIN THE COMBUSTION CHAMBER.
o Insert the post-combustion chamber liner, aligning the ports machined in
the side walls with porting in the chamber.
o Bend the twisted portion of the igniter leads 90° approximately 0.75 in.
from the wire tips.
o Feed the igniter leads back into the motor and insert the bent portion of the
wire into the motor port containing the feedthrough. The wire tips must
pass through the porting in the graphite liner and the combustion chamber
wall to accomplish this. Use needle nose pliers to pull the twisted igniter
leads through the sealing gland.
o Clip off the bent and twisted portion of the igniter leads.
o Assemble the feedthrough. Note: Do not allow bare wires to twist
together between sealing components as this will compromise ignition.
o Twist the bear wires protruding from the feedthrough together to prevent
premature ignition due to static discharge.
5. For center-perforated propellant grains follow the following instructions:
o Insure the igniter leads protruding from the intake plug at the head end of
the motor are twisted together.
o Insert the center perforated propellant grain through the nozzle end of the
motor.
o Insert the post-combustion chamber liner into the motor, following the
grain. Make sure the ports machined through the graphite line up with the
ports in the nozzle end of the motor.
6. Insert nozzle housing assembly into the discharge end of the combustion chamber,
using a rotating motion to aid in compressing the previously installed nozzle
housing o-ring.
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7. Secure the nozzle housing assembly in the combustion chamber by threading on
the nozzle housing retainer. Thread the retainer on until fully seated, then back
cap off one quarter turn to prevent threads from locking.
8. Fully thread on the intake plug retainer, taking up any remaining free space within
the rocket motor. Keep a wrench on the feedthrough to prevent the intake plug
from rotating with the retainer. Once seated, back the retainer off one quarter turn
to prevent the threads from locking.
9. Untwist the igniter leads.
10. Connect an ignition wire to each igniter lead, insuring separation between wires.
11. Remove the cushion (painted red) from between the load cell and sled.
12. Slide sled up to the load cell. (The sled should neither press against the load cell,
nor should it continuously slide away, but remain set in the position placed).
13. Exit the test cell to the designated observation area.
14. Insert the firing interlock.
15. Trigger the DAQ program.
16. Wait several seconds to permit the DAQ to start recording, then press and hold
the firing switch until the grain ignites.
17. Once a successful firing is completed, the cell should be ventilated to remove any
harmful combustion products. At minimum, operators should stand by until the
DAQ has finished recording. Observation of the recorded chamber pressure
should indicate the post-fired state of the motor. Assuming combustion is
complete and the nozzle has not plugged, the chamber pressure should have
returned to 0 psig (0.1 VDC).
18. Remove the firing interlock from control panel.
VIII. MISFIRE PROCEDURE
1. In the event a misfire occurs, do not continue to attempt to fire the motor.
2. Remove the firing interlock from the control panel.
3. Turn off igniter power supply.
4. Wait a minimum of 5 minutes to insure the grain is not slowly igniting or reacting
within the combustion chamber.
5. After waiting and observing, test personnel (using good judgment) must
cautiously enter the test cell and immediately do the following without placing
themselves within the nozzle region of the motor:
o Disconnect ignition wires.
o Remove the nozzle housing retainer.
o Remove the nozzle housing, opening the nozzle end of the motor to
ambient conditions.
o Disassemble the feedthrough and re-twist igniter leads together.
o Disassemble the head end of the motor, removing the retainer and intake
plug.
o Push the internal components out of the motor from the head end until the
propellant grain is exposed.
o Remove and safely store or dispose of the propellant grain.
o Place the cushion (painted red) between the load cell and sled.
o The system is now safe, and the remaining post-fire takedown and
cleaning procedures may be conducted.
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IX. POST-FIRE TAKEDOWN, AND CLEANING PROCEDURE
CAUTION! HOT! WEAR GLOVES DURING POSTFIRE DISASSEMBLY.
INSURE COMBUSTION IS FULLY EXTINGUISHED PRIOR TO ENTERING
THE TEST CELL AND STAY CLEAR OF THE NOZZLE END OF THE MOTOR.
1. Remove firing interlock from control panel.
2. PUT ON INSULATED GLOVES
3. Disconnect ignition system wires from the spent igniter and set away from
combustion chamber.
4. Place the cushion (painted red) between the load cell and sled.
5. Remove nozzle housing retaining cap from discharge end of combustion chamber.
6. Carefully remove the nozzle housing assembly and set aside for analysis.
7. Disassemble the bare wire sealing gland. Place the sealing components in a safe
area.
8. Remove intake plug retainer from head end of the motor.
9. Remove intake plug from motor.
10. Remove remaining igniter wire and debris.
11. Carefully push all internal components out of chamber first removing the postcombustion chamber liner, followed by the grain and any spacers used to fill the
remaining volume. Any products remaining within the chamber should be
retained for analysis.
12. Disassemble the nozzle housing, retaining the nozzle for further inspection.
13. Carefully remove all o-rings and debris from o-ring grooves. Do not scratch the
sealing surfaces.
14. Clean the motor and all motor components.
FOR REPEAT FIRINGS INSURE COMPONENTS ARE COMPLETELY DRY
BEFORE PROCEDING BACK TO COMBUSTION CHAMBER PREFIRE SETUP
PROCEDURE.
X. POST-FIRE STORAGE PROCEDURE
1. Power down all DC power supplies.
INSURE ALL DATA HAS BEEN SAVED BEFORE PROCEDING.
2. Close all DAQ and control system programs.
3. Power down DAQ and control system computers.
4. Coil data cable.
5. Clean all chamber components with degreaser.
6. Coat threads with anti-seize lubricant.
7. Reassemble the combustion chamber in the pre-described manner without o-rings,
nozzle or combustion chamber liner components.
8. Make sure the cushion block is securely placed between the sled and load cell to
prevent damage.
9. Store combustion system in proper storage facility.

